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Abstract 

The study deals with ethnic conflicts in the Guji and Borana Zones of Oromia National 
Regional State located at the southern pastoral low land of Ethiopia. Ethnic conflict is 
inevitable in any community with diversified or the same culture, language and 
psychological makeup. Two zones inhabited multi-ethnic pastoral communities who 
often face spasmodic challenges and regular threats as a result of ethnic conflicts in the 
areas for a long period of time. The study addressed the  inter and /or intra ethnic 
conflicts among the Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri which are some of the violent ethnic 
conflicts in the study areas that could be described along ethnic lines. The main objective 
was to investigate, describe, and analyse the major common and newly prevailing causes 
of the ethnic conflicts, impacts of ethnic conflicts and management mechanisms among 
them. Data was collected from both primary and secondary sources.Purposive and 
snowball (non-probable) sampling techniques were used to gather genuine 
information.To attain the study objective, qualitative method of data analysis was 
employed because it enables detailed study of social phenomenon based on feelings, 
experiences, motives and behaviours of targeted group’s and the reasons that govern such 
behaviours of people.  

Though many ethnic conflict analysts, scholars, government, and non-governmental 
institutions took for grant that the causes of different violent ethnic conflicts recurring in 
the pastoralist communities resulted solely as competition for resources (pasture land and 
scarcity of water). But the findings of this study showed that ethnic conflicts in the study 
areas were initially, started by sense of traditional enemity, social recognition (killing for 
braveness and pristige), resources, weapons effect and divide and rule, power dominance 
and political manipulations were the common causes of the pre 1991 ethnic conflicts 
while newly prevailing causes of the ethnic conflicts are advanced to claiming for the 
local identity, self-administration (governance), territorial expansion and local political 
demarcation which was/is granted by 1995 constitution because it created the sense of 
local identity through ethnic based and political self-consciousness. The study considered 
highly interwoven intricate factors of historical, cultural, economic, political, and local 
identity issues pertinent to the new federal model and the former group’s relations. Both 
formal and informal ethnic conflict mechanisms are utilized and used to manage ethnic 
conflicts in bringing peace and social cohesion in the study areas but attempt made by 
formal institution is less effective than the one made by Jaarsummaa (indigenous 
mechanism) in establishing the lasting sustainable peace, social relation, and 
harmonization among the conflicting ethnic groups (Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri). 
Failure in making harmony is due to lack of genuinity in implementation and Shadow 
play by both local government and elites.    
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Conflict is common phenomenon among human beings. Groups and individuals 

experienced it in their day-to –day life while they interacting (Teshome, 2011). Conflict 

is a worldwide reality that knocks at the doors of developed and developing nations 

(Jalali and Lipset, 1992). Among other conflicts, ethnic conflict is one of the susceptible 

lines of confrontation (Wolf, 2006) to which Africa is one of the vulnerable continents. 

Ethnic conflict is a new phenomenon that exploded worldwide after the end of the cold 

war (Abraha 2012). Inter-state and intra-state conflicts are actual and potential 

manifestations of Africa (Wolf, 2006 cited in Yidnekachew 2012). Since then, conflict 

within states has become more prevalent than conflicts between states.  

The Horn of Africa takes the major share of the violent conflicts. The area is not only 

socially heterogeneous and politically unstable but also vulnerable to inter-state and intra-

state conflicts. Conflicts in the region are many and inter locking ones that have internal 

and external dimensions (Gambari, 1991). Hence, ethnic conflict is one dimension of 

intra-state conflict in Africa.  

Ethiopia is a multi-ethnic country where diverse people live together (Mellese, 2008; and 

Abate 2006). As a multi-ethnic country, it is not exceptional in facing ethnic 

confrontation. There are differences in degree, extent, causes and actors of ethnic 

conflicts. Reported causes of ethnic conflict in Ethiopia (Bahru 2008) have been over 

centralization, marginalization, deliberate elites exploitation and competitions for scarce 

resources as major causes. Abate (2006) and Asnake (2011) stated that although ethnic 

differentiation has been taken as one dimension of its cultural and historical treasures, it 

seems, however, that the internal divisions are more of a curse than blessing in its 

development process.   
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The pastoralists’ livelihood requires both extensive use of land and freedom of movement 

where 61% of the total territory of Ethiopia and estimated 12% of population live. This 

amounts to 6.5 million people. Currently Ethiopian pastoralists are facing various 

problems which threaten their way of life and survival. They have undergone changes 

such as population growth, loss of prime grazing lands and displacement. Those factors 

have been fueling pastoral conflicts in Ethiopia (Abdulahi, 2005).  

The Oromos are the largest ethnic group in the Horn of Africa (Mohammed 1990). They 

occupy a land that extends from north eastern Ethiopia to North Kenya and from the 

Sudan in the west to Somali inhabited land in the east (see also Lewis 1984: 590). The 

Oromo speak a common language called “Afaan Oromo” (Oromo language) and share 

common cultural heritages. They belong to the Cushitic language sub family, which is 

dominant in the Horn of Africa. Within the present day Ethiopia, the Oromo are the 

largest ethnic group. They account for 25, 489,024, which is more than 36% of the total 

population of Ethiopia (CSA 2007).  

Ethnic conflicts, among pastoralists in south Ethiopia in general and Guji and Borana 

zones of Oromia National regional state in particular have existed in different forms for 

centuries and are not new phenomenon in the area. Protracted conflicts within and 

between Oromo (Guji, Borana, and Gabra) and Somali pastoral ethnic groups (Marihan, 

Dogodi) and Garri of the southern and Eastern parts of Ethiopia are not new (Bassi 2010, 

and Tache 2011). Historically, Guji and Borana Zones of Oromia National Regional State 

have experienced, even intra-Oromo and non-Oromo ethnic groups clashes over scarce 

natural resources, such as pasture land and water. Therefore, since the conflict cannot be 

totally avoided, different societies have developed their own mechanism to manage 

conflict not to throw their existence into danger. In line with this, different scholars have 

forwarded different ideas about the definition, causes and types of conflict based on their 

own experiences and understanding. Nevertheless, conflict scholars agreed on the 

possible ways of conflict management.  

Like in other parts of the world, in Africa, people with different background, culture, 

class, age and others come into conflict. The conflicting parties may be individuals, 
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groups, families, lineages, clans, ethnic groups… etc. (Teshome 2010). To manage their 

conflicts, Africans have devised indigenous institutions.  

Ethiopians like their counter parts in Africa have also employed indigenous conflict 

management institutions. Among the different ethnic groups in Ethiopia, for instance, the 

Oromo people, who are one of the largest ethnic groups in the Horn of Africa, have used 

different mechanisms to manage conflicts among themselves and with others (Yihun 

2011). Both Guji and Borana, the main sub-branches of Oromo, and Gabra and Garri 

have also used different indigenous strategies to manage intra-ethnic and inter-ethnic 

conflicts in their whole life system in general and/or in pastoralists in particular.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

The Guji and Borana Zones of Oromia National Regional State are located in the 

southern pastoral low land of Ethiopia. They inhabit multi-ethnic pastorals who often 

face challenges and regular threats, as a result of ethnic conflicts in the areas. Ethnic 

conflict is inevitable in diversified ethnic groups or the groups with same culture, 

language and psychological makeup. Conflicts among the Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri 

are violent conflicts in the southern part of Ethiopia. The areas mostly prone to ethnic 

conflicts are adjacent border areas among them. The most devastating battles were like 

Danbala Hola and Galaba (in Guji), Darito (in Borana), Arero and Dida Hara (in Borana), 

Madara and Hirmaye (in Guji), Moyale (in Borana), and Surupha and Burra (in Guji), 

Buya and Gora (between Guji and Borana), and Nagelle (Guji). For instace at battles of 

Danbala Hola (1991) and the recent in 2014 around Nagelle more than 1000 and 35 

people were killed from both Guji and Borana respectively. Almost the same happened 

between Borana and Garri during 2001 and 2010.The conflict among them could be 

described along ethnic line. The magnitude of the conflicts were very high and intense. In 

those conflicts unstimated lives and properties were lost and destructed.  
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Nevertheless different mechanisms are institutionalized to manage conflicts. Both formal 

and informal practices have been established since ancient times and indigenous 

mechanisms were highly employed by the indigenous communities to manage their 

conflicts that could establish peace and social cohesion among themselves. To the best of 

my knowledge, the available researches conducted on the issues so far are by Israel 

(2009), Weyesa (2011), Dejene (2011) and Nebiyu (2011) which are limited in terms of 

scope, methodology and findings. They have emphasized on the common causes of 

ethnic conflict, management of conflict involving the intra-ethnic conflict between Guji 

and Borana and their studies did not exhaustively deal with currently prevailing causes of 

ethnic conflict. In case of the conflict management mechanisms, they have emphasized 

on indigenous mechanism by paying less attention to formal mechanism that could be 

carried out by governments. In theory, local government structures deal with the needs of 

every citizen to help solve the communities’ day to day problems, because their goal is to 

be as close as possible to the people (Bedeso 2013). Moreover, local government bodies 

are expected to pay significant role in managing conflicts and contribute a lot in 

minimizing the risk of escalating conflict into violence Steyier, (2007). The reasons why 

the researcher chose to conduct this study in the Areas: first, the researcher himself is 

from one of those conflicting pastoralist groups. Second, the previous researchers were 

new to the areas and many of their respondents were not direct victims of the conflicts. 

Third: Their studies were limited in terms of time and geography which made the 

previous study not to be comprehensive. Fourth: I couldn’t come across any researcher 

who contributed to the discipline of psychology in general and social psychology in 

particular by relating social issues; with both groups and individual psychological 

makeup that triggers ethnic conflicts in the pastoralists’ ethnic groups. And finally it is 

obvious that most of the researchers prefer to conduct their studies in the main capital 

city, regreting to go to hard to reach remote areas, where many research questions are 

competing to be studied.  

In general, the existing literatures have failed to provide comprehensive approach 

towards conflicts in these zones.Therefore this study, intended to fill the existing 

knowledge gap by investigating, and analyzing major and newly emerging causes of 
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ethnic conflicts, its nature, magnitude in chronological order from past to present, effects 

on ways of their social life, and seek the best mechanisms could be used to manage 

conflicts in the study areas. 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

The study has both general and specific objectives  

1.3.1 General Objective 

The general objective of the study is to investigate, describe and analyze the major and 

newly emerging causes of ethnic conflict; its impacts and management among pastoralist 

communities in Guji and Borana zones.  

1.3.2 Specific Objectives  

The study has the following specific objectives: 

• To examine the historical relationships among conflicting groups in Guji and 

Borana zones, 

• To find out the causes of ethnic conflicts in the study areas, 

• Identify actors involved in ethnic conflicts in the study areas, 

• To investigate and analyze the nature of ethnic conflicts and conflict management 

process among the pastoralists in the study areas,  

• To identity the overall effects of ethnic conflicts.  
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1.4 Research Question  

The study attempted to address the following research questions:  

1. What are the historical relationships among Guji, Borana, Gabra, and Garri 

pastoralist ethnic groups?  

2. What were the major causes of the conflict? 

3. Who were the main actors of the conflicts?  

4. What are the consequences of the conflicts?  

5. What are the nature of ethnic conflicts and how have conflicts been managed?  

1.5 Significance of the Study 

This study is significant from the following point of views. It will contribute to the 

limited literature on causes of ethnic conflict and mechanisms to manage conflicts. It will 

give clear understanding on the causes of ethnic conflicts and gives directions to the new 

generation to work on reconstructing new social relation among them. The study will 

help governments to formulate policy that empower indigenous knowledge which 

safeguards the livelihood of pastoralist ethnic groups and consider the traditional ethnic 

conflict management mechanisms while dealing with conflicts among the communities. 

Lastly study will recommend how integrative use of both formal and traditional methods 

of ethnic management will bring the lasting solution in the areas through preserving and 

transferring the indigenous knowledge to the next generation. 

1.6 Scope of the Study  

The study was delimited to Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri pastoral ethnic groups in the 

Oromia National Regional state located in southern low land of the country. Guji and 

Borana zones are inhabited multi-ethnic groups who have been fighting for centuries. The 

zones have 14 pastoral districts. The study intended to explore the context, nature, causes 
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of ethnic conflict and its management, focusing from the time of Haile Selassie to the 

current government up to (2014).  

1.7  Limitation of the Study 

 The researcher encountered the problems of time and money during field work. He also 

faced environmental inhospitably, hot climatic conditions, transiportation and political 

challenges. In addition to the above problems some informants have had high degree of 

emotional attachments with their groups. Their attitude was often defensive, since they 

were directly involved in conflicts and felt responsible for the outcomes of the ethnic 

conflicts. Some respondents hesitated to provide information suspecting the researcher as 

an agent of the government, opposition parties and even to which ethnic groups he 

belonged to. The sensitivity of the political context was at its peak when researcher was 

arrested for three hours in in Yabello, Borana zone by the zonal peace and security 

officer. The researcher has finally managed all situations through accomodating 

individual differences and understanding which at the end helped him to get 

comprehensive informations both from primary and secondary sources of data. 

1.8 Operational Definitions  

Ethnic conflict: Is the conflict that may occur due to disagreements upon discrimination, 

marginalization, and power dominance from politically dominant goups which 

imposed their power on conterpart denying their natural human basic needs, 

interests and identity which for sure causes revenge from previously victimed 

groups to regain what they have lost in past. 

Conflict management: Efforts by concerned bodies and direct conflict victims to 

establish social cohesiveness via reducing and controlling community problems 

before conflict indicators shown up or immediately after the conflict. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

This chapter aims to investigate existing literatures on the conflict issues in the study 

areas. The first section of the chapter introduces brief definition and explanation of terms, 

concepts of conflict and its causes; theories of conflict, ethnicity and ethnic conflict; in 

particularly ethnic conflict in pastoral setting and its trends in Ethiopia. The second 

section discusses ethnic conflict management, its approaches and institutions of ethnic 

conflict management in general and in study areas in particular.  

2.1 Conflict  

Conflict, a Latin word by origin, means to clash or engagement in a fight: a confrontation 

between one or more parties aspiring towards incompatible or competitive means or ends 

(Miller 2005). Groups and individuals can confronts when there is already developed 

negative attitudes and wrong emotional feelings to each other. Attitude includes the 

parties’ perceptions and misrepresentations of each other and of themselves. Attitudes are 

often influenced by emotions such as fear, anger, bitterness and hatred and it includes 

emotive (feeling), cognitive (belief) and conative (will) elements. Behavior is the third 

component. It can include cooperation and coercion, gestures signifying conciliation or 

hostility. Violent conflict behavior is characterized by threats, coercion and destructive 

attack (Woodhouse and Kumel 2011). Conflict is often defined as a struggle between 

individuals or collectivities over values or claims to status, power and scarce resources in 

which the aims of the conflicting parties are to assert their values or claims over those 

others (Schelnberger 2005; Draman, 2003).  

There is no universally accepted upon definition of conflict. Due to this different scholars 

define it differently. On the other hand, different scholars define conflict in various ways. 

For instance, Miller (2005) defines conflict as an “engagement in a fight or possible 

confrontation between two or more parties aspiring towards incompatible or competitive 

means or end”. Moreover, according to Martin Deutsch (1968) a conflict exists whenever 

incompatible activities occur. The incompatible actions may originate in one person, in 
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one group, in one nation; and such conflicts are called intra- personal, intergroup, or 

intra- national. Or they may reflect incompatible actions of two or more persons, groups 

or nations; such conflicts are called inter personal, inter-group, or international.  

Contrary to the popular view, Karl Marx, and John Burton as cited in Kumel, (2011) 

argue that conflict is an intrinsic, inevitable and often creative and constructive process of 

social life through which our welfare, security, justice and opportunities for personal and 

social development can be achieved. To them, conflict is vehicle of social change. And 

also as Coser (1956), and Deutsch (1968:19), conflict is not inherently pathological or 

destructive. Its very pervasiveness suggests that it has many positive functions. It 

prevents stagnation; it stimulates interest and curiosity; and it is a medium through which 

problems can be aired and solutions arrived at; it is the root of personal and social 

change. Conflict, in addition, demarcates groups from one another and thus, helps to 

establish group and personal identities; external conflict often fosters internal 

cohesiveness. Internal conflict will often either increase external belligerence as tactic to 

increase internal cohesiveness or lead to external weakness, Coser (1956).   

Other opposite views to this are that, there are countless people who consider conflict as 

undesirable, destructive and deadly threat to the harmonious existence of societies. This 

implies how divided we are with regard to the nature of conflicts. Despite the above 

variations in perspective, at least we all agree on one thing, i.e. conflict is the reality 

found in all forms of society that we encounter in our daily lives. In Bohannan’s (1967) 

“society is impossible without conflict. But society is worse than impossible without 

control of conflict. That is why there are myriads of conflict management mechanisms 

across the globe.”     

2.2 Concepts of Conflict and its Causes 

 Conflict existed since time immemorial in every part of our world among any kind of 

society “traditional’ or modern. In line with this Galtung (2002) stated that conflict is 

experienced each day by human beings who have different background, culture, class, 

nationality, age and gender. In most cases conflict is taken to be analogous with 
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competition” although competition produces conflict. Some scholars also forwarded 

different ideas about the causes of conflict. Some of them explain that interaction is the 

main cause of conflict within a given society. For instances, according to Cohen (1988), 

the very process of organization would increase interaction and hence lead to conflict. 

When the society organizes in one place, scarce resources and power may not be 

distributed equally to all members that may cause conflict. Even though large numbers of 

scholars have argued that competition for scarce resources and human interaction are the 

main causes of conflict, there are some other theorists who have forwarded their views 

concerning causes of conflicts as presented here below.  

2.3 Theories of Conflict  

The decision to take up arms is a complex process in valuing many actors in wide ranges 

of conditions. Attempting to develop theoretical explanations for the causes of violent 

conflicts as a general social phenomena involves the analysis of multiple and interactive 

variables. From state controlled warfare to individual brutality, there is a wide range of 

social, political, economic, and personal factors, which can account for conflict. Violent 

conflict is possible as soon as weapons are available with which to fight it and as long as 

there is a dispute between two or more parties.  

2.3.1 Identity Theory of Conflict  

Conflicts fueled by feelings of threatened identity are particularly difficult to resolve, for 

the issues are far deeper and tied to the political constructions of self and another that 

create fear and hostility. Mobilization by one community may activate counter-

mobilization by the other group that attempts to defend its interests (Jeong, 2000: 73). 

The group may feel that their identity is threatened by the demands of other group for 

the recognition of cultural rights/autonomy and political status. Since people rally 

around issues that express their grievances due to previous experience, exploitation and 

victimization could strengthen the groups identify consciousness. Moreover, since 

memories of past persecution portrays, as well as, legitimizes acts of violence as morally 
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binding individuals can take revenge on others who have harmed them or their kin 

(including their ancestors’ for both immediate and symbolic significance (Gurr; 2005). 

Primordiaism and social constructivism explain why and when identity differences are 

perceived as being socially significant or not, at individual or group levels. The 

primordialist approach understands identity as a cultural product being determined by 

one’s blood, which might include socio-biological factors in extreme cases. It considers 

identity as some thing objectively given and genetically determined (Backs, 1996: 39-

40). Primordialists attribute the sources of intractable conflicts to the feelings of 

threatened identity rooted in unresolved past loss and victimization (Jeong, 2000: 73). 

Social constructivists, on the other hand, regard identity as a novel social construction 

than given. They consider identity not as a fixed primordial factor, but as the protean out 

come of endless social processes that can be recreated and refashioned out of both old 

and new elements and perpetually in the process of creation (Berman, 1998:305, 311). 

For the social constuctivist approach identity emerges from dialectic between similarity 

and difference in group interaction. For social constructivists, motivational forces behind 

the mobilization of ethnic groups can be explained by instrumentalism. Identity can be 

used instrumentally to promote individual and collective interests. For instance, in their 

struggle for power, competing elites can use identity as a tool to mobilize popular 

support. On the other hand, identity categories can also be consciously manipulated to 

maintain the power of a dominant group and to justify discrimination against other 

groups in education and employment (Jeong, 2000: 72).  

Identify differences are not themselves cause of conflict. Rather, the salience of group 

identity is awakened by socially derived inequalities in material well-being or political 

access. Identify distinctions are deepened by the denial of political participation, as well 

as, lack of physical and economic security (Jeong, 2000). 
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2.3.2 Structural Conflict Theory  

According to this theory incompatible interests based on competition for 

resources are causes for conflicts. This theory has two sub-divisions. They are 

radical structural theory represented by Marxist Dialectical school-Marxian and 

liberal structural theory represented by Rosa, and John Galtung (1996).   The 

Marxian presents conflict as tied to economic structrures and social institutions. 

They assume sources of conflict are poverty, political and economical exclusion, 

exploitation and inequality. Central to Marxist analysis of conflict is the division 

of society into classes. Basically there are two classes in capitalist society: the 

capitalists and the working class (class struggles). The conflict is mostly as a 

result of the exploitation by capitalists. On the other hand, the liberals propounded 

the theory of negative and positive peace to buttress how structural conflicts can 

occur in society. Negative peace is a situation where there is no violence. 

However, there could be wide spread of poverty, inequality, human right violation 

and the like. Positive peace is a situation where equality, respect for human rights 

and justice prevail. According to liberals, conflicts occur as a result of injustice, 

inequality and human rights violation which further reformed and lead to peace. 

Therefore policy reform is a solution to structural conflict where as, for Marxists 

the solution to structural conflict is revolution.  

2.3.3 Human (Basic) Needs Theory  

Human needs theory assumes that deep-rooted conflicts are caused by unmet or frustrated 

basic human needs. Humans have needs that they strive to satisfy. These include people 

need for identity, security, recognition, autonomy, participation, development dignity, 

and feelings of personal fulfillment (Jeong, 2008:51).  

Basic needs are ontological, while interests are relatively temporal and socially 

determined (wood house, and Miall 2005: 18). According to this theory, the most 

intractable source of conflict in the modern era is the desperate needs experienced by 

members of socially and politically disempowered groups for a recognition and 
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defensible group identity and security (Jeong, 2000: 70, and 2008:52). The denial of these 

human ontological conditions entails the suppression of human fulfillment.  

Similarly, Azar (1991) identified the denial of basic human needs of identify and security 

as the underlying source of protracted social conflict (PSC). Azar describes the 

“Communal content’ of such conflict as “These identity groups, whether formed around 

shared  ethnic, racial, religious, cultural or other characteristics will act to achieve and 

ensure their distinctive identity within a society. When they are denied physical and 

economic security, political participation and recognition from other groups, their 

distinctive identity is lost, and they will do whatever in their power to regain it 

particularly territory. In conflicts involving ethnic identity, minorities or challenges to the 

state structure, it is very structure of the state that is at the issue (Miall 2004). 

2.3.4 Enemy System Theory  

The enemy system theory (EST) considers the causes of intractable social conflicts by 

using ethno-national and/or communal groups as an important unit of analysis. The gist 

of this theory is that humans have deep psychological needs to dichotomize and establish 

enemies (out groups) and allies (in groups) (Volkan etal, 1990:30). The enemy system 

theory presents some important conceptualizations which help to create a sophisticated 

explanatory model of conflict. The first concept is that of identity. According to 

Cunningham (1998:15) human have identity both at individual and group levels. This 

group identity can be acquired by birth, such as race, or through association within a 

society such as groups of workers or athletes.  

According to this theory, humans have in built need to organize themselves and their 

environments into two groups, that shown up between us versus them, good vs. bad. The 

importance of such dichotomization is that people also tend to attach ‘good’ qualities 

with what they identity as ‘our’, and they tend to associate ‘bad’ qualities with those of 

their out group/others’/s which consequently can lead to the development of the sense of 

us and them (Cunningham, ibid)  
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Montville (1990-169) defines the concept of ethnic victimization as the state of ethnic 

mind when the security, of their groups is threatened by violence and aggression. He 

further identifies experience, unjustified violation of human and civil rights, and assault 

that represents a continuous threats as well as, generates fear of annihilation are the 

important elements of this concept. A concept that is related to victimization is the 

chosen trauma (Volkan, 1990:44). A chosen trauma is an element where by a group is 

badly victimized. It is the group’s experience about their victimization by others that are 

part of a group’s historical memory. 

The group becomes obsessive about the trauma and often feels a sense of entitlement or 

compensation for past wrongs. This lead to another concept i.e. the inability to mourn. 

Volkan (1990) describes mourning as the reaction to real or threatened loss or change. 

The author further states that there are two types of mourning: uncomplicated and 

complicated ones. Uncomplicated mourning is when the group comes to terms with what 

was lost’ (ibid). In such a situation, groups devise strategies to cope with their sorrow and 

grief. Complicated mourning, on the other hand, occurs when groups are under threat and 

cannot let go of their losses. The important effect of this is those groups often try to 

regain what was lost, particularly territory (Cunningham, 1998).  

Volkan (1990:43) states that when territory-or even prestige is lost to an enemy, and a 

group has difficulty forming remembrance formation, the group can still be seen trying to 

recoup the loses. Under political and economic stress, the mourning becomes 

complicated when the symbol or image of what is lost cannot be surrendered because it is 

too highly idealized or too necessarily for self-esteem (ibid). Groups that suffer from 

complicated mourning tend to perpetuate conflicts since they cannot attend to give up 

what was lost (Cunningham, ibid). This complicates the search for solution as groups 

suffering from complicated mourning are not prepared for compromise over what was 

lost.  Julius (1990: 106-107) sum up and stresses how the creation and perpetuation of 

antagonism results in a vicious cycle of violence as: “very simply put, the perpetuation of 

aggression is ensured by the victimization action of one group upon another… these 

reciprocal hostile action stimulate and enlarge the opponent’s historical enmity and 
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validate each other’s dehumanization …. Victimization is the process that leads to the 

final behavioral action of the cycle”…. Since each attack triggers the process in the other 

the two adversaries are locked in an ever expanding and vigorous dance of hostility.  

The nature, causes of ethnic conflicts in the study areas, has had the contributions of 

major in the past and prevailing factors. To understand and comprehensively address the 

issue of conflict, the researcher has selected identity and human (basic) need theories of 

conflict. Researcher preferred in these theoretical frameworks, beacause they go inline 

with and fit, the causes of ethnic conflict in the study and what he intended to investigate.  

2.4 Ethnicity and Ethnic Conflict                                                                

 The terms ethnicity and ethnic group have elusive and controversial meanings (Smith 

1996; and Merera, 2003). The term ethnicity is often used to refer to relationship between 

different groups whose members consider themselves as distinct from others. In other 

words, for ethnicity to exist there must be contacts among groups; each group claims a 

distinctive cultural self-expression (Eriksen, 2002). Following the post-cold war, 

ethnicity has appeared as important social phenomenon in different parts of the world, 

including Europe (Kymlicka 2006). Basically, the collapse of the socialist regimes in 

Eastern Europe and Soviet Union brought the issue of identity to the fore in its 

unprecedented manner (Eriksen 2003). Ethnicity has become one of the pervasive 

ideologies within nations.  It has ever appeared as a basis for individual security and 

social, economic and political wellbeing of the groups. The phenomenon of ethnicity is 

being declared by many to be cause of all problems of Africa, especially those of violent 

conflict (Jon Abbink 1997).  

In the political system and the laws of an African country, however, ethnicity seldom 

received official recognition. Ethiopia and Nigeria are exceptional. According to the 

policy of the EPRDF-led government (in power since 1991 and confirmed in a general 

election of May 1995) which declared ethnic identity as ideological basis of political 

organization and administration, and defining the outlines of the new Ethiopia.  
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Ethnicity is observed in Ethiopia in various spheres of life, such as activity of parties, 

functioning of the government bodies, army, social and economic relations, culture, etc. 

To most of the Ethiopians, their ethnic belonging is much more important than their 

Ethiopian identity (Ismagilova, 2004). 

Ethnicity and ethnic feelings are used by politicians to various ends. The social 

differentiation along the ethnic lines, unequal access to government structures, legal and 

cultural discrimination, persisting ethnic hierarchy and negative ethnic stereotypes and 

prejudices give rise to ethnic tension. At the same time, they are the necessary conditions 

for the ethnic mobilization (Ismagilova, 2004).  

Ethnicity also has become the primary means of mobilization. Since political 

representation is organized on ethnic groups, groups are encouraged to claim “ethnic 

rights” at the expense of others. Since ethnic mobilization is a rewarding strategy, 

numerous conflicts, both political and violent, have been sparked by decentralization. 

These are routinely described as “ethnic conflicts”, but they are more often the result of 

rivalry over state resources than of irreconcilable ethnic differences (Ismagilova 2004).  

Ethnic conflict is a new phenomenon that exploded worldwide manly, after the end of the 

cold war (Wolf 2006, and Yidnekachew, 2012). Since then, conflict within states has 

become more prevalent than conflict between states. The wars in the Horn of Africa have 

had ethnic dimension. Ethnic problem has been a long and pervasive problem in Ethiopia. 

The country has gone through a long history of ethnic suppression, discrimination and 

ignorance (Sarah, and Yidnekachew, 2012). Ethnic conflict is a consequence of ethnic 

pluralism. Ethnic pluralism occurs when two or more ethnic groups are presented in the 

same political space. Political space normally refer to the area under the jurisdiction of 

the same political authority when ethnic groups encounter one another, their contact 

provides the necessary condition for conflict. Ethnic conflict may occur at any level of 

society interactions, from localities and neighborhoods to the central government 

(Lumpur 1969).  
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2.5 Trends of Ethnic Conflict in Ethiopia  

The political history of Ethiopia is riddled by intra and inter-ethnic conflicts. Similarly 

Merera (2000:118) characterizes the history of the Ethiopia state as the history of conflict 

with varying dimensions based on class, ethnic, religious and regional sentiments.  Even 

in the post- 1991 period in which federalism is presented as a better political instrument 

of managing the country’s ethnic relations, inter-ethnic tensions and conflict have 

accompanied federalization process (Merera, 2000). The Ethiopian ethnic federalism and 

the recognition of the right to self-determination including secession are designed to 

avoid ethnic domination and lay a favorable condition for lasting peace. However, in the 

years of its implementation, the major challenge remains to be unprecedented ethnic 

conflict and border disputes.  

2.6 Ethnic Conflict in Pastoral Setting  

The end of the cold war was accompanied by myriads of changes in causes, nature and 

types of social conflict in the global, regional and national level (Kaldor 2001). One 

major shift in this respect is the localization of civil wars, in which peripheral regions of 

Horn of African countries can be the leading witness for its protracted local conflicts 

(Kratli, 2001 as cited in Asnake 2011). The Horn of Africa including Somalia, Ethiopia, 

Sudan and Kenya is home to the largest numbers of traditional livestock producers in the 

world. Pastoralism is both production and social system, requiring vast area to perform 

patterned transhumant mobility across seasons. Given the fragility of the environment 

and their nearly absolute dependency on livestock production and reproduction, changes 

affecting their environment continue to affect the totality of their existence and social 

relation (Markakis, 1993, and Getachew, 2001).  

The issues that drive ethnic conflicts cannot be easily explained simply because there are 

numerous causes. The literature however, points out that struggles over disputed territory, 

competitions over resources, economic development and marginalization that may 

increase inequality can cause ethnic conflict. Ethnic conflict is highly attached with 

certain policies of the former colonial powers mainly upon internal border demarcations 

and indirect rules formulated to achieve their administrative objectives. This affected the 
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customary system of negotiating resources access, a reciprocal relationship that has 

existed among various pastoral groups before the advent of colonialism. These agitate 

pastoralists to cross over colonial demarcations and national states administrative borders 

that precipitated into immediate conflicts (Markakis, 1993). 

Ethnic conflict can also occur due to political differences. For instance, in a multi ethnic 

setting, politics can find its way into myriads of issues such as development projects, 

decision on education, affairs of local or national unions, and jurisdiction on land and 

business systems. It is therefore, argued that in societies where ethnicity is part of 

organizational life, all political issues develop ethnic appendages that often lead to 

conflict (Horowitz, 2010).  

From the general observation of the above cases, the study has found out that the nature 

and causes of conflict vary with the geographic, time and administrative differences of 

various case areas in the county.   

2.7 Conflict Management and Its Approaches  

Conflict management refers to the limitation or containment of a conflict that has already 

broken out in the form of searching for a solution that would reduce the intensity of 

violence and prevent its escalation (Woodhouse and Miall 2005 29-30). Conflict 

Management is concerned with the ways and means of controlling and harmonizing 

conflictual relationships with the objective being the creation of space for the long-term 

resolution of the underlying causes of conflict (Imogibhe, 2003:7).   

Conflict management is different from conflict resolution. Conflict management as a 

concept and practice has long been recognized as an important strategy in dealing with 

conflict throughout human history. People have been exploring ways of managing 

conflicts, ranging back to Sun Tzu in the east and philosophers in the Greek city states in 

the west though they seldom used the term explicitly (Weyesa, 2011). Conflict 

management involves tactics that are enforced when violent conflict is deemed as likely, 
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but before it escalate into open war and it can be enforced as soon as the actors are 

identified (Weyesa, 2011).   

Freud and Jacoby, (2008) has stated that a society must “institutionalize cultural practices 

that can offer functional out let for pent-up emotion”. This implies the inevitability of 

disputes and the responsibility of a given society to develop functional institutions that 

could help to manage conflicts. Pater Wallensteen and Niklas Swanstro, 2005) argue that 

conflict management should imply change from destructive to constructive in the mode 

of interaction and William I, Zartman, 2000) argue that conflict management refers to 

eliminating violence and violence related actions and leaving the conflict to be dealt with 

on the political level. It is far easier to change the mode of interaction from destructive to 

the constructive in an early rather than later phase.  Conflict management as presented by 

Spangler (2003 cited in Dejene, 2011), refers to controlling, rather than resolving a long-

term or deep-rooted conflict. It assumed that conflict is long-term process that often 

cannot be put to an end, but a phenomenon, whose volatility needs to be controlled and 

reduced. Some conflicts are intractable and resolution resistant, yet nearly all conflicts 

can be made less destructive and more constructive when appropriate and timely 

mechanisms are employed. “The goal of conflict management is to intervene in ways that 

make the ongoing conflict more beneficial and less damaging to all sides. 

Parallel to the theories of ethnicity and sources of ethnic conflicts there are variants of 

approaches regarding the mechanisms to be used to resolve ethnic conflicts. The 

contending theories of the sources of conflict have clear implications in their approach to 

conflict management. As Burton (1998) discusses it, if inherent aggressiveness is inborn 

human quality the source of conflict is unaltered and consequently at best, there could be 

corrections of perceptions and adjustments of personal behavior in particular cases 

through different socialization, threats and deterrent strategies. On the other hand, if 

social, economic and political conditions are the problem, then conflict management 

would be possible by removing the sources of conflict: institution and social norms 

would be adjusted to the needs of persons. As Burton (1998) argues deterrent strategies 

are unable to mitigate conflicts over human needs and aspirations.  
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Donald (1995), identifies two approaches of conflict management, namely distributive 

and structural approaches. Distributive approach intends to changing “the ethnic balance 

of economic opportunities and rewards.” It aspires at ethnically designed investments so 

as to favor the economically disadvantaged groups and achieve even handed economic 

development. On the other hand, the structural approach endeavors at changing the 

political frame work that caused ethnic conflict. 

Even though different ethnic groups have gone through conflicts, which are caused by 

different factors, they are endowed, with different mechanisms having different 

procedures to manage their conflicts. Conflict management is largely seen in terms of 

social control designed to minimize the social challenges to the core values of the system 

(Jeong 2000). According to Imobighe (2003), if conflict management is conceived in its 

integrative form, it would include a broad array of actions: prevention, mitigation and 

resolution.  

2.7.1 Conflict Management Mechanisms  

Different scholars have discussed different mechanisms of conflict management. Scholars 

such as Bohannan (1967) categorized conflict management or resolution mechanisms in 

to the: The violent (disassociate) and the peace full (associate). In the former case conflict 

can be resolved by using violent means. Whereas the later helps the community to solve 

their differences, using peacefully means. Gulliver (1979), divides the mechanisms of 

conflict management as negotiation, mediation, arbitration, adjudication, avoidance and 

burying the disputes in the symbolic process under peaceful conflict management 

mechanisms. On the other hand he mentions dual war and self-help as the violent means. 

Of the above two mechanisms, peace researchers and even the contestants have 

recommended and preferred respectively the peaceful conflict management mechanisms. 

Each of them has their own characteristics. For instance, avoidance is one way of 

managing conflict peacefully.  

To Gulliver (1979), this type of mechanism for either contestant to leave their rivals 

behind or move to another place is a way to look for a solution. The pastoralists and 
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hunter gatherers usually employ this type of mechanism because they have vacant places 

to wonder here and there and subsequently to avoid disputes.  

Another peaceful mechanism of conflict management is negotiation. It is a mechanism 

through which discussions conducted between two or more contestant in order to reach 

an agreement. In this case no third party is allowed to propose and give decisions. Rather 

the decisions are given by the disputants themselves (Gulliver 1979). Assefa (2005) 

categorizes negotiation into two parts; competitive and collaborative. In the former case 

either of the contestants won at the expense of the other. Gulliver (1979), sates that 

during negotiation it is the potential of the disputants to gather support from the 

community, which determine the fate of either of one party to be beneficiary.  

However, during collaborative negotiation, one groups gain is not balanced by the loss of 

the other group or vice versa.  Rather it aims at ‘win-win’ solutions. Barash et al (2002), 

state that sometimes collaborative negotiation is disadvantageous when both disputants 

failed to be satisfied or when they lost something and split the pain among themselves.  

Hoffman (1992:265) explains that mediation is a process of conflict management, related 

to but distinct from the parties’ own negotiations, where those in conflict seek the 

assistance of an outsider to change their perceptions or behavior. In this case the 

contestants tried to do so without resorting to physical force or invoking the authority of 

law. The basic principle in this approach is to bring the disputants together voluntarily 

and work with them to reach an agreement that satisfied both or all of them.  

In other words, according to Gulliver (1971, and Galtung .et al (2002), the mediators 

should have to perform the following tasks according to their order: gathering 

information by acting as broker between the principals, framing the issues, developing 

options (proposing possible solutions) negotiating and formalizing agreement. Even 

though mediators suggested different solutions for some kind of resolution, they have no 

power to make decision over the outcome. Rather the final decisions are reached based 

on the voluntary agreement of the two principal’s disputants.  
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Barash et al. (2002) states that different from mediation mechanism, in the case of 

arbitration, the disputants would agree to accept the last decision of the third party. It is 

an adversarial process, which is governed by the principle of party autonomy.        

This means that it is the parties to a conflict who determine whether they want their 

disputes to be solved through arbitration. Thus, arbitrators derive their authority solely 

from the parties. Then the third neutral party could issue a decision at least to give 

solution for the conflict after they reviewed evidences and listened to arguments of the 

disputants.  

Still the other peaceful mechanism is adjudication. The term adjudication is used to refer 

specifically to litigation or conflict addressed in court. Adjudication refers to the process, 

of decision making that involve a neutral third party with the authority through some 

form of judgments or award. Adjudication is an involuntary and adversarial process 

because it is aimed to prove that who is right or wrong and resulted in win-lose out come. 

Hence, the contestants have no good feeling towards each other.  

Conflict could also be managed violently through the mechanism called self-help. This 

type of mechanism most of the time is used by those societies (community, who have no 

strong socio-economic relation. In connection with this, Bohannan (1965) explains that 

there could be strong hostilities between segments when the social distance is high.  

 Though different scholars have forwarded different mechanisms to manage conflicts, the 

followers of the ‘innateness paradigm’ have developed different views. Advocators of the 

‘innateness paradigm’ state that even though conflict is inherent, human beings could 

prevent its frequent appearance by using different technique. For example jacoby, 2008, 

and Yihun Balay 2010) argues that the appearance of aggressive behavior could be 

reduced by inter breeding the aggressive animal with the less aggressive ones. Besides 

the occurrence of conflict among a society could be minimized by controlling 

reproduction i.e. allowing those who have good behavior to reproduce themselves. And 

also violent conflict could be reduced by introducing complex structures which could 

help to minimize the power of the dominant groups. Hence it allowed equal access to 
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resources. However, the social learning theorists state that socialization is one way of 

preventing conflicts. This means socialization can play significant role in minimizing 

social tension. 

2.7.2 Conflict Management Institutions in Ethiopia  

Conflict management is a key concern in all organized communities and all have 

established rules to manage conflicts, as well as institutions to enforce them. There are 

types of institutions: formal and informal. Under this section a brief look is made at both 

institutions of conflict management in Ethiopia focusing on the study areas. 

2.7.3 Indigenous Conflict Management Institutions 

 In a country like Ethiopia that has a strong cultural heritage; informal institution can play 

a significant role in conflict management and resolution. These institutions also play 

another equally significant role in community’s stability, cohesion security and well-

being (Bedeso 2013). 

 Tarekegn (2008) explains that the traditional conflict management mechanisms could 

help us to resolve conflicts, reduce tensions and rebuild social relations. This is because 

to Bohannan (1976), then entertained traditional values, opinions, customs or activities to 

reconcile the conflicting parties. Consequently the peaceful and full re-integration of the 

disputants in the community would be ensured.  

In Ethiopian different ethnic groups have institutionalized different practices to manage 

conflicts and then to create friendship relations among themselves and also outsider their 

community. For instance Taddese (2000), Assefa (2005) and Dejene (2007) discuss how 

“Jaarsummaa” (lit-assemble of elders), “Gumaa” (lit-blood money), “Michu”  (lit; 

creating friendship) and others played a great role in conflict management among the 

Oromo. Different members played a great role in managing conflicts among the 

“Indigenous” communities. 
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Oromo  

Pertinent to this study, indigenous conflict management institutions of Oromo Nation is 

briefly discussed below. 

The well-known traditional institution of conflict management and resolution among the 

Oromo nation is the Gada system. Weyesa (2011) suggests that Gada is a democratic 

institution of governance and conflict resolution. Certainly, the Gada is found at the 

center of Oromo culture. It is recognized as a root feature of Oromo culture, and there by 

a very strong share symbols of the Oromo Bassi (1996). Asmeron (2000:31) defines Gada 

as a system of class/luba that succeed each other every eight year in assuming military, 

political, judicial, legislative, and ritual responsibilities.  

The Gada system was and still is at the center of the Oromo indigenous institutions. The 

status of the Gada system, however it varied across the vast Oromo inhabited land during 

the incorporation of the areas into the Ethiopian empire. As a result of internal and 

external factors, the system has undergone considerable changes. Pre 1991, the provision 

of the cultural rights by the federal constitution, the promotion of the culture of the 

various ethnic groups has not happened in similar fashion all over the Ethiopian 

territories. The levels of recognition, the role assigned to and the source of legitimacy of 

the indigenous leaders varies across specific local contexts. In case of my area under 

study, almost all, the Borana, the Guji fully and the Gabra partially practiced the Gada 

system to manage their conflict but Garri mixed both Gada and sharia to manage conflict 

within and outside their group.          

Generally, different ethnic groups have used different mechanisms either informal or 

formal to manage conflicts but not to totally eliminate. A given ethnic group could be 

able to manage conflicts than founding lasting solution to conflicts. Therefore, based on 

the above conceptual and theoretical frameworks, the researcher has discussed and 

analyzed the causes of ethnic conflicts and its management mechanisms among 

conflicting pastoralist communities particularly in the Guji and Borana zones of Oromia 

National regional state.  
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2.7.4 Formal Conflict Management Institutions  

Governments at different levels have a power and capacity to manage conflict. It is the 

prime responsibility of the government to manage and resolve conflicts. To discharge this 

responsibility, governments establish institutions to manage conflict at national and local 

levels. In Ethiopia, the house of federation, which is the upper  house of the country’s 

parliament, is the highest body to manage and resolve conflicts in the country  (Weyesa 

2011:67). Under article 62(6) of the FDRE constitution, the house of Federation is 

authorized “to find solutions to disputes or misunderstandings that may erupt between 

states.” The house facilitates necessary conditions to resolve disputes that may arise 

between the regional states given the concerned parties are willing to solve their dispute 

through mutual agreement. However, when the parties fail to rich an agreement, the 

house has the power to decide on the matters to settle the dispute (FDRE, 1995; Art. 48 1, 

and 2). Regarding dispute related to border and rights of nation, nationalities and peoples 

to self-determination, the HoF gives decision based on the settlement patterns and interest 

of the peoples in all the disputed territories (Art 48:1).  

The other important institution in Ethiopia which involves in conflict management 

activities is the Minster of Federal Affairs (MOFAS). The minister is empowered by 

proclamation No 471/2005 to work on the administrative and political aspects of 

interstate conflicts.The minister also involves in conflicts, which arise from border 

dispute and ethnic conflict. This institution involves in facilitating conflict resolution 

under two circumstances. The first is when regions fail to resolve their conflict within or 

between them. In this case, the regional states request the intervention of the federal 

government and the request comes to the prime minister’s office. When the intervention 

is approved the MoFAS involves in facilitating conflict resolution (Dereje, 2010).  

The second circumstance under which the MoFAS involves is without the request of the 

regional states. This happens when matters that authorize the intervention of the Federal 

Government in Regional States are based on proclamation No 359/2003, which is 

referred as “System for intervention of Federal Government in Regions.” This authorizes 

Federal Government’s intervention under three sets of conditions: in case of deteriorating 
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security situation, when the constitutional order is endangered, and in cases of human 

rights violations.   

The Minister’s major task is facilitating conflict resolution through different mechanisms, 

not necessarily resolving conflict itself. The mechanisms this particular institution uses 

are organizing “peace and democracy conferences” to bring conflicting  parties and 

different stake  holders together, deploying traditional conflict resolution mechanisms by 

bringing community elders and leaders together and facilitate border demarcation 

between the conflicting groups based on their mutual consent (Bedeso 2013). 

There are also institutions within the regional states, which directly or indirectly involve 

in handling conflicts in the country. These institutions are structured at regional, zonal, 

and District levels. Among them are the justice and security Bureau, neighboring regions 

affair and conflict resolution bureau, regional police commission and regional militia 

offices.  

However, these regional offices seem to have failed to execute their responsibility by 

over simplifying cases of conflicts at regional level. As a result, minor conflicts often turn 

in to unmanageable and deadly violence (Trsit, 2004 cited Bedeso 2013). There are many 

factors for the failure of these offices to discharge their responsibilities effectively. Some 

of the observable factors that have affected the efficiency of the Bureau are lack of 

adequately trained and qualified manpower failure to remain non-partisan on the part of 

the officials, lack of commitment, the tendency to benefit from conflicts, manipulating 

identity politics and corruption associated with the occurrences of conflicts 

(Kelkelachew, 2004).  

Of course, there are many problems related to the formal institutions of conflict 

management in general. The first problem is that government officials and the institutions 

mentioned above are not committed to manage. The mobility to distinguish violence and 

conflict by these decision makers leads them to conclude that conflicts can be managed 

and resolved by sheer indoctrination of the people involved in the conflict about the 

destructiveness of the violence rather than resolving the conflict from their roots (Trsit 
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2004 cited in Bedeso 2013). Furthermore, government officials often rush to take the 

option of handling conflicts by force (Dereje 2010).  

The second point which has to be emphasized is that conflict management in Ethiopia is 

not systematic. Though there are minor differences from place to place in general, and the 

process is not performed in a systematic way. As a result, the intervention efforts done by 

government bodies become costly, time-consuming and unsustainable. This unsystematic 

approach to conflict is the result of government officials’ inability to see conflict 

handling mechanism as a process. Their perceptions of the conflict as an intrinsically 

negative dynamic to others. Government official are often busy urging parties in the 

process to expose the perpetrators of the violence, rather than identifying and addressing 

the root causes of the conflict Girshaw (2004).  

The third key point is the fact that conflict has not usually been properly recognized and 

addressed until it becomes violence. Less attention and under estimation cause of conflict 

by officials at different levels of administration increased the violence. There is no 

attemps to control conflict at eruption because they dislike not to be disappointed by any 

conflicting groups. This is what has been happening in the case of Guji, Borana, Gabra 

and Garri conflicts in the study areas. 
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Chapter Three 

Method 

3.1 Research Design  

The main purpose of this study is to describe and investigate the major causes of ethnic 

conflict and its management among pastoralist communities. To attain this objective, 

descriptive and explanatory research design were employed to describe and explain the 

causes of conflicts and explain the the reasons based on the feelings, experiences, 

motives and behaviors of the targeted population and the reasons that govern such 

behaviors of people (Ian and Crang, 2007). The reason why researcher chose this 

research was due to the nature of the study.  

3.2 Study Area  

The study is conducted among the pastoralist communities at both Guji and Borana 

Zones of Oromia National Regional State, situated at the southern part of the country. 

Guji zone is 600kms while Borana is 770kms far from Addis Ababa. Those zones which 

are very near to tip south and border to Kenya inhabited, almost the majority pastoralists 

in Ethiopia. Pastoral ethnic groups like Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri, who have been 

facing frequent challenges due to wars are among the others in the study areas. 

3.3 Population 

Guji and Borana zones of Oromia National Regional State are composed of diverse 

ethnic groups who are engaged into on and off ethnic conflict as the result of different 

factors. Although different ethnic groups in the study areas were involved into conflict, 

the researcher targeted the Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri pastoralist ethnic groups as 

main participants of the study, because the intensity of conflicts among others were 

relatively low. 
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3.4 Sample and Sampling Technique  

From the total 28 districts in Guji and Borana Zones, 14 Woredas are areas where, 

pastoral ethnic communities currently exist. Out of the above mentioned districts, 6 

woredas are almost occupied by Guji pastoral communities while the remaining 8 

districts are inhabited by all, meaning Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri. So to gather in- 

depth information about the causes of ethnic conflict and its management, the participants 

are purposively drawn from the 8 above districts of both zones which have been selected 

as the samples of the study. The method employed for this research was a qualitative one 

which non probability sampling technique is more appropriate. In this case purposive and 

snowball sampling techniques are respectively applied to generate a chain of information. 

Accordingly people well versed in the history, culture, tradition and knowledge about the 

past and current conflicts are selected as key informants from their respective ethnic 

groups. The five and three districts were selected from Borana and Guji zones 

respectively as sample size. The researcher relied on first contact person .i e village 

chiefs, Gada leaders, community leaders, religious leader; local government 

functionaries, regional pastoral commissioner, members of peace committee and directly 

affected by ethnic conflict were included. A total of 164 individuals were interviewed and 

discussed on the conflict issues as the study key informants. 58 from Guji, 47 from 

Borana, 35 from Gabra and 24 from Garri are taken. 

3.5 Sources of Data  

Empirical data were gathered on the various aspects of the conflicts including the 

historical and socio cultural relationships of the communities since the imperial regime. 

During the data gathering process, a lot of efforts were made to obtain information 

regarding their genealogy, major common and newly prevailing factors in current 

conflict, mechanisms used to minimize and historical affairs among the ethnics groups 

under study. Both relevant primary and secondary sources of data were applied to 

conduct the study. The primary data was gathered through interviews, focus group 

discussion, personal observation and document analysis while the secondary was used to 
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review and analyze the related studies and documents. Fieldwork took three months, from 

October to December 2013. 

3.6 Instruments of Data Collection 

The necessary instruments to gather the data are organized and framed questions for 

interview (see appendix I :), and interview for government (see appendix III), organized 

and scrutinized questions for focus group discussion (see appendix: II}, sound recorder, 

memo and notebook, pen, etc. were used. Sound recorder was used based on the consent 

of the participants selected on the basis of susceptibility and closeness to the area of the 

ethnic conflict. To develop this instrument, the researcher contacted three knowledgeable 

scholars for the validity of method used. Moreover the instruments of data collection are 

briefly explained below. 

3.6.1 Key Informants Interviews  

The researcher has undertaken a series of structured and semistructured in-depth 

interviewees. For instance the viable interviews were held with elders of the 

communities, Abba Gadaa and religious leaders, government officials, peace committee, 

and conflict victims as well as scholars who have knowledge of the study areas. The 

informants reflected the views and feelings of their respective groups based on in-depth 

interviews data on the nature of the conflict, the process of the conflict management to 

reconstruct positive relationship for sustainable peace among groups involved in 

conflicts. 

3.6.2 Focus Group Discussion  

Focus group discussions were arranged at both rural and urban villages which were the 

remotest and hard to reach areas, with all victims, elders of indigenous institutions (men 

and women). The intention of the researcher to use FGDs was to collect diverse views 

from the elders, adult, youth and women who were the victims of the conflicts. The 

relevant information gathered on the history of each conflict, its impact, strategies used to 

manage and the actors involved in the conflict from different ethnic groups. The focus 
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group discussion was intended to gather data on the nature of the ethnic conflicts, ethnic 

conflict management process, people perceptions and feeling on the secured peace, the 

role of the community leader and local governments in peace building process. There 

were 12 focus groups discussions and in each of them 5 to 8 participants are involved. A 

totally 72 participants participated in FGDs from all ethnic groups. 

3.6.3 Personal Observation  

In the contemporary field work, personal observation is the most important method to 

collect original data. Here to shade light on the problem, the researcher supervised over 

all social environments among ethnic groups during their interactions. Personal 

observation was made on the basis of social interaction and peace talks. He observed 

their social interactions and reflections at different places especially at Laga Oba 

(watering river for livestock’s), and marketing places. Moreover participatory and non-

participatory observations were employed in the study sites to win trust of the people 

through informal discussions and dig out information that cannot be obtained through 

interview. Additionally the researcher took field notes on the behaviors and activities of 

individuals in research sites, particularly, the common grazing sites, common markets, 

and places mostly prone to conflict. For instace border districts mentioned above like 

Yabelo, Arero, Liban in Nagele, Saba Boru, and Moyale.  

3.6.4 Document Analysis 

To have comprehensive picture of the Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri ethnic conflicts 

from past time to the present. The researcher analyzed local government documents. The 

document analysis involved relevant documents such as reports and memos relevant to 

the causes of ethnic conflicts and conflict management process. This was designed to 

investigate the root causes and how the conflicts among four ethnic groups have been 

managed, achievements and drawbacks. Therefore available documents at woreda and 

zone specially the case of Moyale conflicts between Garri and Borana were reviewed and 

analyzed. 
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3.7  Method of Data Analysis 

Based on the purposes of the study, data gathered through both primary and secondary 

sources. The data obtained via interview, focus group discussion, personal observation 

and document analysis were thematically organized and analyzed using qualitative 

method. Then the transcribed and categorized themes to construct meaning were 

discussed in relation to existing literature and research findings. 

3.8  Procedure  

While conducting this study the researcher followed the following procedures to achieve 

the intended objective of the study. First research tittle was porposed and approved, the 

study sites, population were determined by the researcher. The main purpose of this study 

is to describe and investigate the major causes of ethnic conflict and its management 

among pastoralist communities. To attain this objective, descriptive and explanatory 

research design were employed to describe and explain the causes of conflicts and 

explain the the reasons based on the feelings, experiences, motives and behaviors of the 

targeted population and the reasons that govern such behaviors of people. So to gather in- 

depth information about the causes of ethnic conflict and its management, the participants 

are purposively drawn from the 8 above districts of both zones which selected as the 

samples of the study. Then empirical data were gathered on the various aspects of the 

conflicts including: historical and socio-cultural relationships among the conflicting 

ethnic groups since the time of imperial regime.To attain the informations regarding their 

genealogy, major common and newly prevailing causes of the current ethnic conflict, 

conflict management mechanisms both primary and secondary sources of data were 

applied. Non probability sampling which purposive and snowball techniques are more 

appropriate to generate a chain of information. The necessary instruments are organized 

and framed to gather the data, questions for interview, and organized and scrutinized 

questions for focus group discussion, sound recorder, memo and notebook, and pen were 

used. The data obtained via interview, focus group discussion, personal observation and 

document analysis were thematically organized and analyzed using qualitative method. 
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Then the transcribed and categorized themes to construct meaning were discussed in 

relation to existing literature and research findings. 

3.9   Ethical Consideration  

The researcher applied the ethical consideration which was adopted from APAs ethical 

principles of psychologists’ code of conduct. 

3.9.1 Informed Consent: is respect and recognition of participants’ rights to be informed 

about the study. In addition it is about the right to freely decide whether to participate in a 

study or withdraw at any time (Orb and Wynaden 2000). The respondents were clearly 

informed about the purpose of the research and their consent was asked. So here all 

participants who were involved in the study were upon their willingness. During the data 

collection reasonable attention was given to the social, cultural, economic, and political 

dimensions of the respondents to keep the wellbeing, health, values and dignity of the 

targeted ethnic groups and individuals. Moreover, no false promises were made to the 

study participants. 

3.9.2 Privacy and Confidentiality: Besides, informants were told that their anonymity 

has to be maintained and the information they provided should be kept secret. The 

researcher withholds the identity of each participant and names in all cases are kept 

confidential. Therefore the data used for this academic research and the informants were 

not exposed in any phase of the research. 
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4.1.1 The Borana 

The Borana are predominantly pastoralist group who inhabited in both Southern Ethiopia 

and Nothern Kenya.The Borana have vast territory and borders with Guji, Gabra, and 

Garri non-Oromo groups in the area, which inhabit Southern Ethiopia and Northern 

Kenya.They share bounderies with Somali clans to the east and south east, Guji with 

north and north east and the Rendille and the Samburu to the south and the Konso, the 

Arbore, the Hamar to the north and north west respectively. They depend mainly on their 

livestock for livelihood. The Borana land is dominated by semi-arid climate. The 

ecological conditions favor pastoralism more than farming (Alemayehu, 1998). 

 

They are divided into exogamous moieties called the “Sabbo and the Goona.” People 

from these two different moieties call one another 'Soddaa' a word for in-law.The Borana 

have seventeen major clans, three for the “Sabbo” and fourteen for the “Goona” or they 

call “Goona baldha”. In Oromo myths of origin, Borana oral tradition refers to the north 

east of their present territory as the place where they originated. All Guji, Borana, and 

Arsi were together at Tullu Nama duri (hill of ancient humans being), in present Guji 

zone, before they moved from the place during Abba Gada Dagale Yaya (Gada period of 

Dagale Yaya). They moved from each other due to severe famine and drought occurred 

in the area. By then, there was law made by Abba Seera Biyo Sido denying all not to 

move from homeland of Abba Gadas place called, Tullu Nama durii, exceptionally young 

son, from three was allowed to go with cattles. The formulated law said who move from 

the place would be considered as “Orma” (non-relative). First Borana moved to dibbee 

geedalo (gedalo hill), then to Booroo (place around Dawa river near to present Arero 

woreda). Borana often say Borani, Booroo dhufe (the Borana came from Booroo).This 

oral history suggests that Booroo is around Dawa River where Soddom Booroo (the thirty 

Borena of Booroo), were led by the abbaa Gadaa Abbayi Baabboo. At Booroo, Borana 

fought with one Guji clan called Bundhitu. After they defeated, they crossed Dawa River, 

then moved to Arero mata gafarsa until gradually expanded to the currently living areas. 
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4.1.2 The Guji 

The Guji are predominantly agro-pastoralists. They are main branches of Oromo nation 

neighbouring the Borana Oromo in the south, Somali in the east, Burji and Konso in the 

west, Gedio and Sidama in the north and Bale in north east. Guji are the majority in both 

Guji and Borana Zones.They occupy the semi-arid lowland in the south and the more 

humid lands in the north. Guji in the south are either pastoralists or agro-pastoralist 

whereas northern, have mixed farmers (Dejene 2011). Guji also occupy vast land in 

Southern Nation and Nationalities, in Wondo Genet, Nechisar, and Oromia Regional 

State in Siraro District under Western Arsi Zone. Their myth of origin shows that the 

name Guji was from Gujo, who was the father of the Guji. 

 

Guji are often called Guji-Girja. According to their oral tradition, the Gujo who led his 

descendants from the Oromo homeland, Haro wolabu, particularly Tullu Nama durii (hill 

of ancient human being), first settled at Girja. Girja is situated around Adola (Taddesse 

1988). However, the Guji oral tradition also shows that the place called Tullu Nama durii 

is the homeland of the Guji, the Oromo and other human being as well.  Hinnant (1977) 

suggests that the first man lived at Tullu Nama durii was Guji. This argument does not 

accept that, the Borana is the senior division of the Oromo. It indicates that the two 

groups (Guji and Borana) compete over seniority. As best of my knowledge as well 

Borana Abba Gadas have never blessed a head of Guji Abba Gadas during their common 

ritual ceremonies and even on different recent social Medias because they know is senior. 
 

Guji are divided in exogamous moieties called Kontoma and Darimu, who are further 

geographically divided into three: Uraaga, Maattii, and Hookkuu who are territorially 

independent. In traditional political system: the Guji known for their Gadaa 

confederation; three major Gadaa administratives in Guji are: Uraaga, Maattii, and 

Hookkuu, who have their own abbaa gadaa and autonomous gadaa councils. Despite their 

autonomy in their respective territories and right of exercising Gada system under their 

own leaders, they have one Abba gadaa as a common leader. They are represented by 

five Baalli: Robale, Dhalana, Mudana, Harmuufa and Halchisa (baalli is the symbol of 
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authority or Gadaa power), as opposed to a single baalli of the Borena, which Gadaa 

power goes vertical line. The Uraaga is the senior group who deserves special respect and 

ritual priority. They allied together in times of warfare; help each other during natural 

calamities and economic crisis (Hirbaa Dabaree), and most importantly conduct Gada 

rituals ceremony together at Me’ee Bokkoo (Bore district) of Guji zone. 
 

The Gada System is a very comprehensive institution of the Oromo Nation. No Oromo 

cultural and historical concepts could be understood without understanding Gada system 

as it includes all aspects of Oromo lives. The Gada system forms crucial elements of both 

Borana and Guji social life. It is centered on the concepts of fertility, repletion, place, a 

sense of identity and religious values. 
 

Both have the Qalu institutions that lead their traditional religion. They believe as their 

Qalu sent from the sky. The Qalu has the mandate to legitimatise the leadership of the 

Gadaa. Each Gadaa leader visits the Qalu with gifts to receive verbal blessing and 

incense (qunbii) as a sign of blessing. 
 

The Borana and the Guji have history of both pleasant and conflictual relations. The 

agro-pastoralists Guji in the semi-highland have been among the providers of cereals, 

vegetables, fruits and even stimulants, to the predominantly pastoralists Borana. The two 

groups also trace to common Gadaa System and common wider identity, the Oromo. 

They practiced and still practicing the Gada System and Qalu institutions with slight 

variations in its structure and performance (Hinnant, 1977; Asmarom 1973, Dhaddacha, 

2006). The two have had common boundaries as Oromo and share resources, governed 

by common resource use and management rules along their common territories. They 

have also common language and marry from each other. In spite of these, the two groups 

have had no common ritual practice or ritual gift exchange at the level of their respective 

Gada or Qalu institutions. Yet, they have been two independent groups claiming separate 

identities at local level. 

The Guji and the Borana oral traditions, however, trace the separation of the two groups 

back to the end of 16th century. Oral histories in both cases confirm that the Borana, the 

Guji and the Arsi had common administration under common Abba Gadaa until the 
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gadaa period of Doyo Boro (594-1602). At the same time, they separated during this 

Gada period. In this regard, both the Borana and the Guji often use the Phrase 'nyaapha 

Doyo Boro' the enemity during Doyo Boro. Since the emergence of the two groups as 

independent cultural self-expression entities, the relations between the Guji and the 

Borana were predominantly known as “sidii sadiin”, meaning: the three enemies to each 

other (Taddesse, 2009). 

 

4.1.3 The Gabra 

The Gabra are camel pastoralists living mainly in the arid low land plains of northern 

Kenya and southern Ethiopia. They speak Oromo language of the Borana dialect and with 

little of Somali language. The majority of the Gabra reside in Kenya called Gabra-Malbe, 

whereas some reside in Ethiopia sharing common land with the Guji and Borena called 

Gabra Miigo. The Gabra Malbe of Kenya often called “dibbee shanan”, meaning, and the 

five drums refers to five phratries: Algana, Gaara, Golbo, Odola, and Shaarbana.Those 

Gabra in Kenya lack centralized Gadaa authority as corporate whole. Each of the 

phratries has its own Gadaa council, called “yaa'a” with its own sacred objects: Megelata 

(trumpet), dibbee (drum) and uchuma (fire-stick).The Gabra Miigo in Ethiopia have their 

own Gadaa. The Gabra Miigo Gadaa “yaa'a” is termed as “dhabella”.The Gabra Miigo is 

uses different variant of the Gadaa system. This Gadaa system is different from the 

Gadaa’s of Borana, Guji and even from the Gabra-Malbe. They have also Qalu 

institution, which has led their religious life under the fully operating Gadaa system. 

Their religion is a syncretism between the indigenous Oromo religion based on the 

worship of a monotheistic God “Waaqa” and Islam. However, with the Expansion of 

Islam among Gabra Miigo, the Gadaa system has become weak. They became Muslims 

since the second half of the 20th century (Schlee 1992). Today Gabra Miigo has practised 

a loose form of the Gadaa and Qalu institutions and is entirely Muslims. Irrespective of 

their ethnic origin, currently, some of the Gabra claim Somali identity and other claim 

Oromo identity. The controversy is significantly important in the formation of new 

Ethnic based system of government that empowered communities for local politics. 
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Gabra elite use both options in their political identification. They support their claim by 

appealing to certain communities they have with the Oromo and the Somali. 

 

The Borana and the Gabra some times share a common practice of ritual gift exchange 

and the institution called terrisoo. The Borana and the Gabra Malbe of Kenya have 

cultural links. The Gabra perform their cultural and religious pilgrimage “jila galaana” in 

Borana land southern Ethiopia, Kassim (2006, Wario 2006). This indicate that the holy 

sites of the Gabra Malbe are on certain mountains located in Southern Ethiopia, mainly in 

the present Borana Zone except a few ritual sites situated in Northern Kenya around the 

border. The Gabra affiliated to Borana clans through the association called “terrisoo”, 

introduced during the Gadaa period of Jiloo Leencoo (1816-1824). Not long ago Gabra 

were thought to be a low land camel herding Borana. Their language and dress are much 

more the same. Gabra sometime are called Borana. They follow a variation of a 

generation -set age-grade system called Gadaa which is common among Oromo speaking 

people (Asmeron, 1973). Oral history indicate that the terrisoo institution enabled the 

Borana and the Gabra to share pastoral resources, fought common war, and utilized the 

traditional social security system to tackle the effects of severe economic hardship 

(Tablino 1999). “Buusaa gonofa” system enabled the Borana and the Gabra pastoralists 

to sustain their pastoral economies in the highly risk environment (Wario 2006 cited in 

Dejene 2011). Today terrisoo is under the influence of the politicized ethnicity in 

Ethiopia as general and pastoralists in particular that encourage both Gabra in Kenya and 

Ethiopia who claim Somali identity. According to Gabra the terrisoo institution is taken 

as the Borana formulated mechanism aimed at building up their own economic and 

military power. They defined terrisoo as a colonizing structure that is aimed at turning the 

Gabra subordinate to the Borana with long run objective of absolute elimination of the 

identity of the Gabra. 
 

From the Borana point of view, there were various justifications behind the introduction 

of “terrisoo” institution. The Borana informants stated that terrisoo aimed at extending 

clan protection to the Gabra, who were otherwise vulnerable to occasional raids and 

murders from the Borana and external nyaaphaa (enemies). In this regard the Borana oral 
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tradition confirms that the Gabra were often harassed by the Borana and other warriors. 

The institution of terrisoo was therefore, designed to stop harassment (Oba 1996). 

According to the Borana, institution was designed to maintain inter-group peace, 

accommodate the Gabra into social security system of the Borana, called buusaa gonofa. 

Another more important, is the ownership, management and use of the basic natural 

resources especially water wells. 

 

4.1.4 The Garri 

The Garri are predominantly pastoralist living in arid lowland of Southern Ethiopia 

particularly in Liban zone Somali Regional State. They are camel herders like Gabra 

which their livelihood is mostly depends on it. The Garri has a lot to share with the 

Gabra. Garri have a boundary with Borana and Guji in the east and south east with the 

Gabra Malbe to the south east around border. Garri divided into two phratries called 

Tufi and Quranyi and they have generation-set the Gadaa system. They are bilingual; 

they speak Somali dialect and Borana dialect of Oromo language (Fekadu 2009). Garri 

does not directly lead to the Somali, rather to the Pro-Rendille-Somali (PRS) 

complex.The bearers of the PRS culture were neither Oromo nor Somali, but speaker of 

Somali-like (Somaloid) language like Rendille. Schlee shows that around 1990, there 

were Garri in the Mandera District (Kenya) who refused they were neither Somali nor 

Oromo but Garri distinct ethnic category. Still since 1991 politicized ethnicity in 

Ethiopia the Garri particularly, the Darawa clan have repeatedly shifted their identities 

between Oromo and Somali (Fekadu 2009). The basic intention inspired me to select 

these groups is, to see their attribution to their present group identification and, ethno-

territorial division. 
 

As far as the current identities of the Borana, the Guji, the Gabra, and the Garri are 

concerned they are related to each other at different degrees at the wider identity level. 

The Borana and the Guji have uncontested common ethnic identity the Oromo, but well 

developed diverse local identities. On the other hand, the Guji with Garri and the Borana 

with Garri are identified with different ethnic groups, the Oromo and the Garri. The 

Gabra have taken middle position between Oromo and Somali identities, their collective 
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identity is open to negotiation.The relations between the Gabra, whose collective 

identity is controversial and the Oromo groups (the Borana and the Guji). 

 
 

4.1.5 Social and Economic Relationships Among Conflicting Groups 

 Marriage has been common among factors that contributed to Guji and Borana 

harmonious relations until recent times. They claim that they have used bilateral 

intermarriage relations between the two groups. Now there is rare condition for both 

group to marry from each other but no traditional law that prohibit inter marriage. Both 

respondents suggested as it could be due to poor social bondage between them. The 

same is true with Gabra and Garri cases which condition to marry from each other is 

rare. Their case is different because they are religious affiliated groups. They do not 

allow their women outside their religion and ethnic group except there is too much 

intimacy and accepts their religion Islam. 

Economically there had been deep-rooted economic interdependence and trade 

transaction among, Guji, Borana, Gabra, and, Garri. The potential economic areas in 

zones are Burjuji (Okote) and Dawa River Gold mining areas, where more than half 

(50%) population of both Zones depend on those natural resources. Another local 

markets Haro Bake, Surupha, and Moyale are available in the Borana Zone which were 

common for all ethnic groups in Zones. However, currently the status of economic 

relation among the ethnic groups on those areas shows the deterioration due to 

competitive socio-politics behaviour from time to time. Interviewed with Guji, and 

Gabra at Haro Bake claimed the recent customer law made by Borana which prohibit 

Borana not to consume any beverage neither local (honey wine). Those beverages are 

not supplied by Guji women from Fincawa nor bear from Yabello town as well. They 

complain the formulated law because it disabled common economy and weakening 

social relationships. Views from the Borana side defend the law by saying, the law was 

designed and formulated not to harm others, but empowering the Borana’s local 

economy and to ensure less expenditure on luxury products.  

 

The history of conflicts among the Guji and Borana traced back to 16th century which 

was started as “Siidii Sadiin” and magnified by the different political manipulations 
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from the time of establishment of new Ethiopia Empire and current ruling system. Both 

Guji and Borana in the past do not fight Gabra and Garri for pristege but for looting their 

camels. Chronological changes in politics are definitely changing the behaviour of the 

groups, which currently the causes of conflicts advanced from primitive thinking to self 

searching agendas. The researcher elaborated the details of causes, impacts, frequency 

and magnitude of conflicts and possible mechanisms used to minimize social tension 

here below. 
 

4.2 The Causes of Ethnic Conflicts  

Regarding the causes of ethnic conflicts in the study areas, identity and human needs 

theories of conflicts were selected. Reason of selection is it fits to the issues of causes, 

frequency and magnitude of the conflict in the study areas.  According to identity theory 

of conflict, conflicts fueled by feelings of threatened identity particularly when there will 

be difficult to resolve, and the issues of conflicts are far deeper and tied to the political 

constructions of self and another which create fear and hostility (Jeong, 2000:73). The 

group may feel that their identity is threatened by the demands of other group for the 

recognition of cultural rights/autonomy and political status. Since people rally around 

issues that express their grievances due to previous experience, exploitation and 

victimization could strengthen the groups identify consciousness. Moreover, since 

memories of past persecution portrays, as well as, legitimizes acts of violence as morally 

binding individuals can take revenge on others who have harmed them or their kin 

(including their ancestors’ for both immediate and symbolic significance (Gurr; 2005). 

There are approaches in identity theory of conflict called primordiaism and social 

constructivism. Those theories explain why and when identity differences are perceived 

as being socially significant or not, at individual or group levels. The primordialist 

approach understands identity as a cultural product being determined by one’s blood, 

which might include socio-biological factors in extreme cases. It considers identity as 

some thing objectively given and genetically determined (Backs, 1996: 39-40). 

Primordialists attribute the sources of intractable conflicts to the feelings of threatened 

identity rooted in unresolved past loss and victimization (Jeong, 2000: 73). Social 

constructivists, on the other hand, regard identity as a novel social construction than 
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given. They consider identity not as a fixed primordial factor, but as the protean out come 

of endless social processes that can be recreated and refashioned out of both old and new 

elements and perpetually in the process of creation (Berman, 1998:305, 311). For the 

social constuctivist approach identity emerges from dialectic between similarity and 

difference in group interaction. According to this theory, motivational forces behind the 

mobilization of ethnic groups can be explained by instrumentalism. Identity can be used 

instrumentally to promote individual and collective interests.  

On the other hand, identity categories can also be consciously manipulated to maintain 

the power of a dominant group and to justify discrimination against other groups in 

education and employment (Jeong, 2000: 72). Identify differences are not themselves 

cause of conflict. Rather, the salience of group identity is awakened by socially derived 

inequalities in material well-being or political access. Identify distinctions are deepened 

by the denial of political participation, as well as, lack of physical and economic security 

(Jeong, 2000).  

Second theoretical framework in this work is human need theory of conflict. Human 

needs theory assumes that deep-rooted conflicts are caused by unmet or frustrated basic 

human needs. Humans have needs that they strive to satisfy. These include people need 

for identity, security, recognition, autonomy, participation, development dignity, and 

feelings of personal fulfillment (Jeong, 2008:51). According to this theory, the most 

intractable source of conflict in the modern era is the desperate needs experienced by 

members of socially and politically disempowered groups for a recognition and 

defensible group identity and security (Jeong, 2000: 70, and 2008:52). The denial of these 

human ontological conditions entails the suppression of human fulfillment.  

Similarly, Azar (1991) identified the denial of basic human needs of identify and security 

as the underlying source of protracted social conflict (PSC). Azar describes the 

“Communal content’ of such conflict as “These identity groups, whether formed around 

shared  ethnic, racial, religious, cultural or other characteristics will act to achieve and 

ensure their distinctive identity within a society. When they are denied physical and 

economic security, political participation and recognition from other groups, their 
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distinctive identity is lost, and they will do whatever in their power to regain it 

particularly territory (Miall, 2004). Based on the above two theoretical frameworks the 

causes, frequencies and magnitude of ethnic of conflict were clearly elaborated below. 

4.2.1 Pre-1991 Causes of Ethnic Conflicts 

4.2.1.1  Midda (Killing for Honor) 

In old day’s intra-ethnic conflict between Guji and Borana were incidental clashes 

initiated by individuals from the both groups used to kill each other as a sign of 

braveness. Pre 1991 Guji and Borena conflict can be expressed interms of competition 

over resources and ritual raids, and killing for honor, “Qube keyachu” meaning putting 

special ring on finger which implies the sign of braveness. According to them this idea of 

killing was developed during the time of Sidii Sadiin (three enemies: Guji, Borena and 

Arsi) which was initiated by person called Biyyo Sido. During this time and even to the 

most recent time valued killing was within the group (Taddese 2009) who are orally 

called three brothers. In the past, killing for honor were a stage and/or rite of passage 

which all individuals should pass through. During transition period from adolescent to 

adulthood among socially endorsed ritual initiation; one requirement has been killing 

another out group man. Killing from outside group qualified and evidenced him for 

manhood.  Both groups believed a man in order to be a man and get married; he must kill 

and get a genitalia as evidence of being victorious over the enemy.  

On the contrary, those who have not gained the status of “killer” yet will have a hard time 

making a bridal match; they were verbally harassed and generally considered as Yara 

(cowards) which finally encourage and force individuals to kill that eventually causes 

conflict. These conflicts ranged from ambush killing by individuals to large scale warfare 

called “Balbalet dula” and “Dula butta” by Borena and Guji respectively fought by the 

entire Gada classes and possibly accompanied by other groups outside Gada class. 

Participants confirmed that the objectives and magnitudes of the war varied from one 

type to the other, but all involved in killing enemies and raiding and putting ring. Balbalet 

Dula (Borena) and Dula Butta (Guji) were a part of the Gada requirement to defend their 

enemies until the late 19th century incorporation of the area into the Ethiopia Empire 

(Dejene 2011). Despite the official ban of the war, it even continued until the second half 
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of the 20th century (Tadese 1988). From the Guji informants points of view still Didha 

which is another form of balbalet dula (Gada class war) still shows up in Borena Gada 

class especially during power transfer but in vicarious form which on the contrary cause 

intra-ethnic conflicts between them and on another hand may devalue democratic 

characteristic of the Gada system. 

Killing was not only person but also big game animals like: Lion, Elephant, Buffalo, 

Rhynors and giraffe. A part from the ritual requirement, among both groups killing of 

male person and /or big game animals qualified the killer to the especial honor that lasts 

long right from initial report of the killing until his death, even after (Dejene 2011). 

Killing was a source of respect and big reputation. Oral tradition confirms, at arrival a 

killer receive a warm welcome, women decorate him with their beads and dump his hair 

with butter. He sings and crows of his deed through a war song called Gerarsa. A killer 

keeps his hair grow and daubs butters for sometimes. He wears special qube (ring) and 

Hirbora (armlet) respectively. His family members and other members of the community 

celebrate his transformation into good social status and was privileged as an indication of 

heroe. In all social events, holiday, ceremonies, killers are song-makers and award 

receiver and sit decorated place which none killer are not allowed to sit. 

On their way back home killer slaughter “Kudha” (calf for purification of blood). Killers 

know how they were killing their brothers but considered Sidii (enemy). This especial 

sacrificial ceremony, called Kudha is organized by a killer after back home. The purpose 

of organizing Kudha is to cleanse the killer from the potential danger that would result 

from wrong doing and killing. It is believed that if Kudha is missing the killer will 

become insane or leperory (Taddesse, 1988 and Dejene 2011). After Kudha is 

slaughtered every killer from near and far are invited to the ceremony. The meat is 

hanged at the center of the house where all kids and women from villages are present. 

Cutting meat is only allowed to those who have a Mida (trophy). The ceremony identifies 

segregates and even ranks those who have Mida (trophy) from those who do not have.  
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The rank Mida (trophy) as follows, Loon guddan Kudha kun martinu abba qaba 

,(Slaughtered cows for ceremony of Kudha named after what being killed and killers cut 

a meat according to their rank of what they have killed). 

� Abban Luka Borena 

� Abban Harka Amara 

� Abban Tafa  Arsi  

� Abban Cinacha Burji 

� Abban Luma Daalacha 

� Abban Dhira, Dhiirumaa. 

Meaning: Heroe/ Social status was/is ranked after what he kills 

War songs sung by killers as a memory for braveness had provoked and /or still have 

little contribution in intra-ethnic conflicts between the Guji and the Borena. According to 

them those old practices and singing of the war songs are not totally eliminated from both 

groups even some time reflected in Borena as a form of Didha (killing enemy during 

transferring Gada power). According to Guji informants, they practiced Quto as well on 

Gabra but declared to be stopped during Gada period of Aga Xenxeno (Gada Halchisa) 

who ruled up to 2007 year. From the Borana points of view Didha is the responsiblity 

both Gada council and one age generation should perform in order to join the next Gada 

stage. They said it is following and fulfilling the Sera Gada (Gada law) which Borena 

received from their ancestors, paradoxically all informants: The Guji, the Gabra are 

claiming as still the “Didha” which practiced by Borana contributing for ethnic conflict.  

 

The following are some of the other verses of the song chanted  

Nami Gafarsaa Loon            Having Bufalo owns cows,  

Nami Loonii Dureessa        owning cows is rich, 

Nami Worseesa farda         having Rhynors is owning horse, 

Nami Fardaa Xoomama     owning horse is prosperity, 

Nami Arbaa Mucaa           having elephant owns son, 
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Ka Mucaa qabe dhiira       who able to cautch adolencent is strong, 

Ka dhiira ijeesetti janna     who killed adult is heroe. 

The causes and motives of the Guji-Borena intra-conflicts were not merely killing for 

honor (Midda); rather it had the economic and political motives behind as well. In the 

past group had no force to rely on for their peace and security, gradually they formulated 

the system called Gada to ensure good governance, secure own dignity, and fighting 

force Jaldhaba ( Guji) and Foolle (Borana) to maintain their internal power that helps to 

defend external rival groups. The structural requirement of waging war against the 

neighbouring ethnic group was a part of the political system designed to protect their 

territories from external invasion. Gada enabled them to maintain the balance of power 

over the area in favour of their security and resources. In the old day’s warfare that 

ranged from young men for social status, ambush killing for qube (ring) and for raiding 

animals and defending territories by Gada system mostly emanated from illiteracy. 

4.2.1.2  Political Causes in Ethnic Conflicts 

Conflict between Guji and Borana before the new Ethiopian Empire was internal factors 

as a result of illiteracy and hate rage developed between them as a result of sidii sadiin 

(three enemies). Conflicts were too traditional, resources and social status based conflicts. 

The Guji and Borana people were not exceptional from the other peoples of the south 

facing the conquest of the Abyssinian Empire in late 19th century. Following the conquest 

the state employed both direct and indirect systems of administration. According to Guji 

informants Guji were conquered forcefully while Borana were incorporated peacefully. 

Qalu and Gada were used to approach local communities. It was during Gada Tuke Guye 

when Abyssinian government arrived on Guji land and Gada liban Jaldesa advanced into 

Borana land. The former Guji Abbaa Gada, Usho jilo was already retired from his Gada 

power while the Borana Qalu (Gedo Jilo) where given responsibilities of representing the 

central government over their land in the context of the newly created Ethiopian state 

(Dejene 2011, interwiew with Guji at Duda Dawa). The Baatuu (retired), Guji abba Gada 

Usho Jilo and borana Qalu (Gedo Jilo) were appointed and/or given tittle called chiefs or 

balabat (local leader). According to Guji informants they nominated retired abbaa Gada 
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because he was ordinary person in making gada decisions except sometime gives advice 

to currently leading Abba Gada.  

Both as consequence of the incorporation of the Oromo into the Ethiopian Empire and 

due to internal changes before the incorporation, the Gada system had been weak in other 

Oromos. Hinnant (1977, and Dejene (2011:116) state that apart from internal factors, 

external factors, such as the introduction of the new political and legal rules had caused 

the Gada to weaken in Guji. The Borana Qalu were favored by the Abyssinian rulers, 

because the office of the Qalu institution was /still / hereditary that it was similar to what 

the Abyssinian Empire builders had practiced since long ago. Contrary to the Abyssinian 

political tradition, the office of Gada is elective that changes the leaders every eight 

years. The approach used by the Abyssinian government paved the way for both within 

ethnic and inter- ethnic divisions which further caused conflict in neighboring ethnic 

groups. The nominated local chiefs (balabats) were under the strong supervision of the 

former governors who resided at the provincial and sub-provincial levels. The indirect 

rules brought impact of subjugation on the Guji social, political, economic and cultural 

autonomy. During their expansion to Guji South Oromia region, the emphasized and 

priority areas were, the coffee producing high land and Gold Mining areas around 

Mormora, Dawa and Ganale rivers belts compared to the low economic interest of the 

state in pastoralist economy. Guji ethnic group was further marginalized and left to the 

periphery. Guji pastoralists had been marginalized from the political rule games between 

the state and local chiefs from Borana as well. 
 

The relationship between political marginalization and inter-ethnic conflict is explained 

interns of divide and rule political arrangement. Ethnic/group boundaries were artificially 

dawn by state policy makers and Borana local leaders. Among different ethnic groups in 

southern Ethiopia, Guji were divided under Sidama and Gedio providences, and Borana 

Awraja as well and a small plot of land was given to Guji and called Jamjam Awraja, at 

the current Adola district which even denied to be named after their name Guji. 

 

According to Guji informants the other escalating conditions for intra-ethnic conflict 

between Guji and Borana during pre-1991 was, Borana leaders were working on the side 

of the Ethiopian governors from Minilik, Haile Selassie and Dergue, that relation was 
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called Faannoo (Relative) while the Guji confronted with all and fought at several battles 

field due to unfair treatments. According to them those discriminations and 

marginalization they faced, from both national governments and Borana local leaders, 

forced Guji to be in collaborat with Italian force during its invention to fight against local 

conqueror. The name of Guji freedom fighters was Banda (Italian name strong force). 

Their collaboration with Italian forces helped them to defend their territory and wiped out 

all government forces from Guji land, particularly Nagelle where huge military camps 

established, on the contrary supports gained from Italian force invader created grievance 

between government and Guji because of cooperation with foreign enemy.  

 

Guji did the same during English invention from Kenya. Second Guji collaboration with 

foreign made H/Selassie to feel angriy during his way back to Ethiopia from England and 

declared war against Guji at the battle of Magare place currently in Guji Zone near 

Hawaxa River. It was bloody and severe battle field which many people died from both 

side. According to them all those problems worsened the relationship between Guji and 

government which finally forced all young and old Guji men move to get fire arms from 

Somalia (Mogadishu). This movement and /or events were called Toorraa. According to 

Guji informants, this time target group was not only government but also Borana who 

tend to facilitate conditions for the national government and internally persecute Guji 

community by using his power dominance and jurisdiction governance. According Guji 

informants in addition to the above issues followings were immediate factors for 

TOORRAA.  

� 369 Intelligent Guji peoples were officially killed during Dergue at Tuula 

Surroo, 30kms South West from current Bule Hora town. 

�  Guji communities officially displaced from their agricultural and pasture 

lands: Shakiso, Sakarroo, Adola, Sawana and all Dawa and Ganale river 

belts drains to Juba.  

� Unethically being killed of Guji cattles by Gedeo in Bule Hora town and 

illegally slaughtered of Guji cows by gold warrior invader saying: your 

cows swallowed our gold.  
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To Guji cattle conferred social, economic and ritual value. FGD participants said that, the 

worst case and touchy which never happened in the history of conflict between Guji and 

Borana was, Borana robbed the remaining cows even including Guji women during time 

Guji moved to Toorraa. All Guji adult men went to Somali to get guns to fight against 

Derg due to holocaust at Tula Suro. During their arrival after many years, they heard 

painful story made by Borana back home and again decided to revenge both government 

and ordinary Borana. Immediately they arrive their homeland Derg facilitated even 

within conflict between Guji agro pastoralist and pastoralist who went to Somali, saying 

pastoalists are taking your farming land but intention was a political divissions. 

Fortunately Dergue government over threw by EPRDF soon in few years after they 

landed on their territory. Guji highly contributed for his down fall and started direct 

confrontation with Borana.  

Following were their different Battles (warfronts) between Guji and Borana, Burkitu, 

Rasoo, Bobilla, Danbala hola, Galaba, Dharito, Mantima, Birdheso. Burraa, and from the 

all battles field the most devastating and brutal killing was Danbala Hola which occurred 

immediately after down fall of Dergue regime in 1991 that caused minimim of 1000 

death from both side. 

However, the causes and conflicts between two are magnified and highly intensified in 

terms of destructions and death, they never kill Abba Qalu (traditional religious father), 

Abba Gada (traditional political leader), and children and women during conflict and 

evening during fighting as well. It is taboo and unlawful to kill them. Both believed as 

Qalu sent from God as their religious father and bless Abba Gada lead his community in 

democratic manner and fair ways. Exceptionally and unfortunately due to chronological 

deep-rooted grievance made by both national governments and local Borana leaders abba 

Qalu Borana( Borana religious father) called Tutto Anna was killed in lola Mantima 

(Mantima warfront or conflict), conflict was between the Guji and the Borana. Revenge 

was due to Hada Bendha’s, cattle (Popular Guji elder) which were robbed by Borana. 

Same thing unpopular practice made by Borana as well when Guji Gada council was 

killed by Borana at the place called Harattuu Haarra and Guji abba Gada called Hanqu 
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Dawee had kidnapped and escaped by Borana warrior, no one knows what happened to 

him. Although they do not know exact time when this happened both places today called 

Lola oditun bade (war genocide oditu Borana Gada council) and Lola Harattuu Haarraa 

(genocide Guji Gada council), this happened before badii oditu. So here researcher can 

say, political manipulation from external systems added a fuel to the problem created in 

the past as a result of sidii sadiin (three enemies Arsi, Borana, and Guji) made intra-

ethnic conflict more severe.  

As stated by Markakis before 1960, ethnographers show that there were low level and 

intermittent ethnic conflicts among pastoral communities of southern Ethiopia and 

northern Kenya. It was the conflict managed by customer institution before it rises or 

escalates. However, since the 1960s the communities had seen tremendous challenges 

due to political struggles of new nation state formation of Ethiopian Emperor Regimes 

and unfolded British led colonialism in Kenya.  

All participants agreed that almost during the much of the Derg time, ethnic conflicts in 

Ethiopia was minimized particularly in pastoralist communities. There was negative 

peace among them which resulted under tense political control and harsh measurement 

taken against the killers. Under the Derg, especially after the Ethio-Somali war of 

1977/78, the political situation did not allow any open and violent confrontation to flare 

up, though latent conflict and traditional enmity between the groups had persisted. The 

relative positive relations not built upon strong base to endure (Dejene 2011). 

4.2.2 Post 1991 Causes of Ethnic Conflicts  

Though pre 1991 conflict in the study were started by sense of enmity and intensified by 

political manipulations, this finding showed that the prevailing causes of ethnic conflicts 

are advanced to claiming for the local identity, self-administration (governance), 

territorial expansion and political demarcation. Demands and questions are granted by 

1995 constitution which empowered and created the sense of local identity through 

political self-consciousness. 
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4.2.2.1 Guji- Borana Intra-Ethnic Conflict  

After the down fall of the Dreg, which caused power vacuum over the area, situation 

deteriorated and tension escalated. The collapse of the Dreg regime in Ethiopia and Siad 

Barre in Somali created not only power vacuum, but also made possible easy access to 

automatic weapons for all the groups around (Bassi 1997, Fekadu 2009). According to 

the informants interviewed as well, after the down fall of the Dreg Regime, the 

frequency, the magnitude and the reasons and/ or causes of the ethnic conflict has 

changed. The frequency highly increased, the scale is very high, and it engages a lot of 

people and wider area. This above opinions confirmed that currently prevailing causes of 

ethnic conflict in pastoral communities has become more territorial claims, identity and 

political representation at various level of administration, in construct to the previous 

ethnic conflicts which were caused by killing for honor (braveness, prestige), resource 

based conflict( pasture and water) and colonial division of feudal system(play rule game).  

Another causes of intra- conflict between the Guji and the Borena, which started in the 

past but currently overlapping are, the issues of expansion and movements from places 

and claiming old ritual places. Historically both the Guji and the Borena initially started 

movement from Tullu Nama durii (hill of human ancestors) to Madda Wolabu/Haro 

Wolabu until finally reach the current final destination. During their movements, they 

established many new ritual places all where they passed, Guji in Sidama and Gedio 

while Borena established in current Guji inhabited land respectively. In the past all used 

to perform their ritual ceremony in those areas. For instance, in 2007 Guji Gada Council 

performed ritual at Gadab place inhabited by Gedio ethnicity while Borana sometime 

perform at Hasuma which is inhabited by Guji. Currently those cultural places are 

causing conflicts because groups are claiming their ritual places which are occupied by 

other groups. December 2013 more 5 people, 4 from Borena, 1 from Guji were killed at 

Yamado ritual site which is in the centres of Guji, this happened because Borena claim 

places which never used for almost a century. Traditionally in the warfare both the Guji 

and the Borena do not kill Abba Gada (Gada Leaders), Qallu (ritual father), women and 

children. In the history of conflict between Guji and Borena only one Abba Qallu called 
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Tutto Anna was killed in the war unknowingly. This problem emerged as a result of 

claiming for previous Gada ritual places.   

4.2.2.2 Right to Self-Governance/Self-Determination 

 Ethnic conflicts, among pastoralists in Southern Ethiopia in general and Guji and Borana 

Zones in particular have existed in different forms for century and are not new 

phenomenon in the study areas. Dejene stated that following post 1991 Ethiopian Macro 

political environment, the Borana and the Guji have had relations of relative peace and 

occasional/ violent confrontations. The new political environment has created an 

opportunity to Guji and Borena to reinstitute their common Oromo identity after a 

century of separation and hostility that waned and waxed across varying circumstance; 

and on the other hand, it has led to conflicts that imbedded into the former historical 

enemity coupled with the newly introduced ethnic territory. The formation of Oromia 

Regional State during transitional period of 1992 put the Guji and the Borana, the Gabra, 

together in Borana zone of the Oromia Regional State and the Garri in region five. They 

put under one zone due to the common identity expressed in terms of common history, 

culture and language served as basis for their new relations (Dejene 2011). 

The new political leadership introduced a system which promotes local politics in favor 

of further division down to the local level. The principle of ethnic self-determination and 

decentralization were constitutionally adopted to attain those goals. The changes in 

national political condition brought about change in the intra-ethnic relationship between 

the Guji and the Borana. 

The Guji requested for a separate zonal administration named after them as a basis for the 

recognition of a Guji identity within the wider Oromo identity. These separate local 

identities of both the Borana and the Guji developed in the course of their past 

interactions gadaa of Biyyoo Sidoo = Sidii = Koyo Kiliso = Orma= Doyo Boro = 

Nyaapha collectively “enemy”. 

The Abba Aga Xanxano of the Guji took the mandate of forwarding official demand for 

separate Guji from Former Borana Zone. He forwarded the request saying that “Maqaa 
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kiyya naaf kennaa.’ Meaning allow me to be called by my name” He requested Guji to be 

called Guji, their land to be called Guji land, their product to be named Guji product. 

Guji zone was finally established in 2002. The division of the former Borana zone into 

two zonal Administrations of Borana and Guji was based on physical convenience, 

especially accessibility and proximity to the two main roads crossing territories inhabited 

by the two groups, rather than their local identities and settlement pattern. 

The new Borana zone was demarcated to the north western, western and southern part of 

the former Borana zone following the main road from Addis Ababa to Moyle with its 

capital in Yabelo. The Guji zone took the northern and north eastern parts of territories 

following the main road from Addis Ababa to Nagelle. Nagelle which was the capital 

town of the former Borana zone, continued to serve as capital of the new Guji zone. The 

previous Borana Zone consists of all ethnic groups Borana, Gabra, for some extent Garri, 

and the Guji who was the dominant by the population and physical geography and still 

dominant in both current Guji and Borana Zones of Oromia regional state. 

The creation of the new zone brought tension between the two groups. That was the 

geographical demarcation was not satisfied by some on both sides. Borana pastoralists, 

specially the political leaders, have complained of the demarcation of some ritual sites in 

Guji zone. The Borana have aspired to own Negelle and ritual sites in Liban and liban is 

considered as the traditional land of the Borana. According to my informants, the actual 

name of the current Nagelle was previously called Qarsa Bilbilo. It was renamed Nagelle 

due to regular ambush killing among the Arsi, the Borana and the Guji at the area. Orally 

they said the elders from all groups slaughtered bulls for building peace. They prayed 

God “Waaqa nageya nuu buusi” meaning, “God establish peace among us” then the place 

renamed Nagelle (peace). Since then the intra-ethnic conflict between the Arsi and the 

Guji totally eliminated but continued between Borana and Guji until the recent time. This 

justified as there is still gap to be filled between the two. According to the Guji 

informants Nagelle renamed from Qarsa Bilbilo to establish peace among them, gradually 

changed to Nagelle Borana by the manipulation of Borana political leaders during the 

past regimes which still provoked conflicts between the groups. 
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From the Borana point of view the demand of Negalle is due to their ritual site in Liban 

district situated in the newly demarcated Guji zone, which they suspected of the loss of 

ritual sites to the Somali groups in the east. On the other hands separation of Guji and 

Borana into two zones dissatisfied Guji as well, with the demarcation because large 

number of Guji community (more than half population) and even many districts are still 

kept in new Borana zone.  

Five districts (Galana, Abaya, Bule Hora, Dudda-Dawwa and Malka-Soda) of the current 

Borana Zone are entirely inhabited by the Guji ethnic group. Out of the total population 

of Borana zone which is 962, 489 (CSA) Guji populations are 600,000. According to 

them 600,000 population of the Guji in Borana zone is without accounting 8 Guji kebeles 

in both Yabelo and Arero districts of Borana zone. Guji informants said they never 

complained about population although they are the majority in newly emerged Borana 

Zone while the six Borana kebeles in Liban district of Guji zone still complain about the 

Nagelle. Those controversial issues been creating huge problems and making conflicts on 

and off between two groups of both Zones. For instance, the frequency, magnitude and 

the causes of conflict was almost minimized from new Guji Zone, but repeated in last 

year in 2014. This intra-ethnic conflict was the most devastating and caused huge damage 

since the establishment of new Guji zone in 2002. Many people were killed and huge 

properties were lost from both sides. 2014 intra-ethnic conflict between the Guji and the 

Borana resulted in loss of lives totally 35 people were killed, massive displacement of 

humans, livestock population and burning of houses and other valuable assets belonging 

to them. All participants from two confirmed that, the cause of the conflict was the name 

Nagelle which is the capital of Guji zone. All Borana want how Nagelle called by the 

name Nagele Borana, but Guji totally denied saying that this name was initiated by 

former Borana leaders when political administration was together.  

Nagelle 2014 intra-ethnic conflict between the Guji and Borana was different from 

previous conflicts in terms of participants. It involved all individuals either physically or 

ideally. In previous conflicts both group from other zone either the Guji or the Borana do 

not hear even what happened, problems confined to local area and solved there. Here I 
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can conclude the problem of Nagelle is not about claiming physical geography but has 

hidden issue of looking for their local identities.  

4.2.2.3 2006 Guji-Borana Intra-Ethnic Conflict  

During the separation of Guji and Borana zones in 2002, five Guji districts were kept 

under new Borana zone from which some like the Galana and Abaya are near to Dilla 

(Gedio zone) and very far from capital town of zone which obstacled them to acess good 

governance and get enough social services which may be provided by local government. 

According to Guji informants interviewed, these distances, lack good governance and 

some discrimination from local Borana leaders forced them to request other second Guji 

zone at Bule Hora town which is the center to all Guji districts under Borana zone. This 

request was directly forwarded to Abba Duula Oromia Regional State president during 

conference at Bule Hora in 2006. Above reasons like distances of some districts from 

both zonal capital towns, lack of good governance and domination and discrimination 

from Borana zone political leaders were the immediate demand for the second Guji zone 

its capital to be at Bule Hora town. Question was forwarded on an event of mass 

gathering in Bule Hora, including Abba Duula the president of the Oromia regional state, 

regional and both Guji and Borana zonal higher officials, thousands of the Guji elites and 

some Borana elders. At the moment requested question was positively and orally 

accepted by Abba Duula and other regional officials, which on the contrary annoyed both 

ordinary Borana elders and zonal administrators. 

Both administrators and elders agreed and send news to local people at home using the 

slogan says Borana land was given to Guji. As stated in Weyesa and participants of FGD 

told in various areas of research sites, the violent intra-ethnic conflict between Guji and 

Borana in 2006, Borana zonal authorizes mobilized the Borana people by alleging the 

Borana are to lose their land to Guji. In this regard authorizes of the zone are said to have 

armed the Borana people to defend themselves from the alleged attack of the Guji. War 

declared through nine directions at the same time to Guji community inhabited 

neighboring areas from West Biyo Kundhi kebele in Duda Dawa to East Madar kebele in 

Arero districts respectively. The conflict was the most violent and worst of all in their 

history in terms of its magnitude, many died from Borana but few from Guji. According 
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to both Guji and Gabra informants, 2006 intra-ethnic conflict initiated and mobilized by 

Borana elites and authorities was aimed to push boundary with Guji to north at least 

30kms to place called Kilkile. Gabra ethnic group who was forcefully allied with Borana 

against Guji in this 2006 war exposed Borana mission of pushing Guji land to kilkille. 

According to Guji informants, Borana targeted Kilkille because it was imagined fixed 

boundary between the two groups under the reign of Haile Silassie when the authorities 

of the Southern Ethiopia were in hand of Borana Balabat (Jatan Ali). 

From the Borana point of view as well, also their main concern was where to demarcate 

the boundary of the new Guji zone. According to them, the final goal of the Guji was to 

demarcate the Borana land into their prospective Guji zone by pushing the boundary 

about thirty- kilometers south of Kilkille. They said Borana had no problem with the 

formation of new Guji zone administration, but what matters them was the loss that 

would come as a result.  

One of the Guji informant said, we wonder why Borana care and claim about the Kilkille 

because it was inhabited by the Guji community since the time of H/Selassie. Kilkille 

was the proposal by Jatan Ali to be a boundary. He said “Qaqaldhuma tanaan galaana 

qaldhaa gamatti isin galchaa” meaning with this planned and hidden low sound strategy I 

could manage to move you away over that thinly river. He refers Afalata which is 

relatively Small River at heart of Guji land. Usho Jilo (retired Guji Abba Gada) who get 

tittle of Balabata from Minilik and pushed Borana up to place called Jirma Gurraacha 

currently some 5 kilometers far to the road to Arero after Yaballo town. Guji informants 

said even they never claimed land occupied by them before the reign of Jatan Ali, but 

used to live together peacefully areas around Dadim, Jijiddu and Hafuura in current 

Yaballo district but Guji moved to north due to the drought. 

All informants from both agreed that the previous traditional and cultural factors: killing 

for privileged and honor and killing for seeking social recognition are no longer cause of 

intra-ethnic conflict between Guji and Borana. Dejene also stated 2006 violent 

confrontation was caused by the completion over territory where to demarcate the new 

promised Guji zone. Additionally two Borana informants interviewed at Yaballo strongly 
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opposed the idea of requested new Guji zone at Bule Hora during 2006 and even the 

future separation by saving “No more separation” because “Some group will gain 

something new while other will lost “what owned in the past”. 

Here the researcher can say the current trends of intra-ethnic conflict between Guji and 

Borana are changed from the former which were caused killings for honor, recognition of 

social status and resource but now for land and territorial political demarcation and local 

sense of identity which promoted recently as a result of self-consciousness for self-

determination and governance that granted by the 1995 FDRE constitution. The sense of 

denying timely changed reality by former political dominators in the areas is also 

contributing much in adding fuel to conflict actors’ requests. Guji and Gabra informants 

said former politically empowered groups and leaders in both zones demand, not to let 

free previously politically marginalized groups saying indirectly we should always 

benefit from your pocket and you must sit under our shoe (“Yoomuu harkaa na hin baatu, 

yo harkaa na baate, tiyya hobaate”).   

Saying/ Warning to governments at all levels/ 

Firstly Hyena ate their big bull, they decided to keep sielent, next day interred 

house and ate gaadii (rope made from animal skin) 

� Baranoon bara tokkottuu, 

Kinniisi bulee faannoo dongora, 

� Jibicha golee nyaattee,  

Worra keenna tufattee, gaadii golatti nu nyaatte 

� Gurra okkotee keloo, 

Wonni sun sii eloo (you will die soon) 

Metaphorical meaning: They give warning to government by saying if you do 

not stop shadow play in ethnic conflict, you will see result, and this is 

metaphorically song relating animal behaviour with government. 

4.2.3 Guji vs Garri and Borana vs Garri 

 Due to the strong relationship between the pre-post causes of their inter-ethnic conflicts, 

geographical proximity, chronological time of conflicts and genealogical background of 
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their ethnicity, the researcher put Guji and Borana on one side against the Garri and vice 

versa. 

4.2.3.1 Territorial Claim, Land and Self-Governance 

Traditionally both Guji and Borana did not fight safara (Garri, Gabra, Marihuana, 

Dogodi, and Gurra) for the enmity and killing them was not for bravery. According to the 

local informants, the first violent conflict between Garri and Guji and Borana and Garri is 

traced back to 1956 with Guji at Hudat and with Borana at Guba respectively.  According 

to them the previous violent conflicts were resource based conflicts, killing for looting 

cattle, camel and goats and resource use (water and grazing land). During that time all 

conflicting parties in the areas were competing to improve their right to access the 

pastoral resources they shared with each other. 

The idea of building greater Somalia in the neighboring countries of Ethiopia, Djibouti, 

and Kenya after Somali independence in 1960 brought new trend of conflicts among the 

pastoralists ethnic group. The conflict was known as dhumbur (the name of gun collected 

from Mogadishu) .The 1960s guerilla activities were coordinated by a political 

Organization called (Western Somali Liberation Front (WSLF) whose seat was in 

Mogadishu. The front used to provide both technical and material support to Somali 

group in Ethiopia (Bassi 1997). According to informants, Garri was active participants 

and leaders of the Dhumbur conflict; especially Robo Ajasan Gababa was prominent 

leader of the movements. Dhumbur conflict which were for territorial expansion and 

claiming land in southern Ethiopia started with the Borana and after defeating the Borana 

it advanced into Guji land. After they got enough weapons and well-armed they declared 

war against Borana, the conflict called lola Amarki (Somali language, command).This 

conflict was very severe ethnic conflict which involved all ethnic groups against the 

Borana even the Guji joined this conflict due the revenge and past grievance created with 

Borana during Toorra (event and /or movement Guji went to Mogadishu to collect guns 

to fight against Derg government). Here I can say those ethnic conflicts were encouraged 

by Somali government as manifestation of weapons effect. Indirect  Ethio-Somali war of 

the second half of 1970s was a golden opportunity for the Gabra to form a new alliance 
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with the Garri (Somali)which further paved a platform for the Gabra to move all through 

borders of Ethiopia, Kenya, and Somali. 

During much of the Derg regime, there was a relative peaceful relationship among ethnic 

groups in Ethiopia in general and pastoralists in particular which was achieved under 

tense political control and harsh measures against the killers (Dejene 2011, FGD 

participants from all groups). Derg   applied a law of Hammurabi eye for eye, killers will 

be killed, Derg had a national cause to fight, the Guji, and the Borana fight to protect 

their pastoral resources while the Garri was fighting for the territorial expansion. 

As soon as the Derg came to power, it established new strong province called Arero 

Awuraja, which includes currently part of the Borana zone and Liben Zone which is 

today parts of Somali regional state.  By that time, all pastoral ethnic groups of the area 

like the Guji, the Borana, the Gabra, and the Garri ethnic groups were administered under 

the same administration. The Derg put those different ethnic groups together under one 

administration because it had the strategy to block the expansion of greater Somalia. 

Accordingly it suppressed talking about ethnic identity but national identity means 

‘Ethiopia TIKIDEM’. .During its regime there was no the issues of regional versus 

national competition and regional versus ethnicity as well. 

 Immediately after the downfall of the military government, the relationship between the 

Borana and Garri ethnic groups reached at its climax. At that time, they have even 

brought themselves under the same political organization called Oromo Abo Liberation 

Front (AOLF). However, the intimate relationships based on the neighborhood and social 

network but not blood relation, which was short-lived. Soon they became rivalry. The 

fierce rivalry began when the Garri sided themselves with the Somali wing of the Somali 

Abo Liberation Front (SALF). Contrary to the Garri ethnic group who joined the Somali 

based rebel group, during the same period, the Borana and the Guji also made an alliance 

with the Oromo wing of the Oromo Abo Liberation Front (OALF). Intermittently, the 

Borana have fought against the Garri to withdraw the Garri from the place they expanded 

by the joint force of the Somali side rebel group. Ever since, the Borana called the Garri 

as Nyapha- brutal enemy while the Guji did not have historical enmity with the Garri but 
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hate due to their idea of the territorial expansion especially to the current places like 

Halluu, Madar, Hirmaye, Boqori, Ela Horba. No matter how the Borana sometimes began 

the fight purposely, the victory goes to the Garri side because of the fact that they were 

well armed and technically qualified enough than those of the Borana side.  

According FGDs with Guji at Madar, Hirmayye, kebeles in Arero district, Guji never 

fought with Garri except sometime ambush killing for looting cattle between them. They 

officially fought only one time after the establishment of this current government during 

day time at Madar town .The conflict was between the Garri police from Somali regional 

State and Guji Ordinary pastoralist. Here police fought on behalf of Garri pastoralist 

ethnic group to push the Guji to the north from Hudat town. In 2005 they requested 

referendum on the Madar kebele which is mainly occupied by the Guji ethnic group; 

unfortunately they were defeated by the referendum that is why currently the conflict 

between two is calmed.  

From the Garri point of view they didn’t deny the demand of the areas but they point 

their finger at the Borana as the Borana initiated conflict between the Garri and the Guji. 

They all agreed that the current causes of the ethnic conflicts are due to question of self-

governance and claiming for land. They said the conflict between the Guji and the Garri 

is on the way to be stopped because of the economic inter dependence created between 

two ethnic groups, but on the contrary the Guji have still fear from the Garri on the above 

mentioned areas  highly prone to conflict between them. Now a day the competing places 

mostly prone to inter-ethnic conflict between the Guji, and the Garri are Madar, Halluu, 

Malka Guba, Hirimayye, Eela Horba, and Boqori while Moyale is the most devastating 

place for inter-ethnic conflict between the Borana, and the Garri.  

On the other hand Moyale Woreda is the most conflict prone area both in terms of the 

frequency and severity between the Borana, and the Garri among all districts 

administered under Borana Zone and Guji Zone since two decades. The focus group 

discussions conducted with the Borana (Moyale Woreda) revealed that, the Garri have for 

a long been inspired to control Moyale town. Moyale is situated at the extreme Southern 

point of the Ethiopia territory which is the most security sensitive region and paid due 
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attention to it (Fekadu 2009 cited in Dejene 2011). According to FGD with both the Garri 

and the Borana, the main target of Garri ethnic group is to own all economic and 

administration power over Moyale town. The Garri complained the Ethiopian 

constitution which says Majority rule and minority right.  

To them the Borana is minority in the Moyale district and they demand Moyale town to 

be administered under Somali Regional State. Also from the Borana point of view the 

ethnic conflicts in pastoralist communities is not any more about resource but land and 

self-identity that is why the Garri had a strategic plan of long lasting lust to control 

Moyale town, which is the historic place of Borana land, where both Kenya and 

Ethiopians Borana had lived and still living, but with anxiety and constant fear. 

According to the Borana, the ethnic conflict in Moyale in reality is not conflict but 

defending themselve from their land. Because of the recurrent and destructive conflicts, 

the residents of the Moyale town always live with psychological and emotional trauma 

rendering hopelessness. 

 Despite the fact that the 1986 referendum realized that Kebeles (01 Kebele, 02 Kebele, 

Kabanawa and Maddo Migo) to be administered under the Oromia regional state based 

on the public vote, but still these Kebeles are under administration of both the Oromia 

and Somali regional state. However, Oromia Regional State provides infrastructures and 

other social services to these Kebeles. Paradoxically, the Somali regional state collects 

tax from Kebeles for free charge. 

Borana have claimed that they left their traditional water wells (Tulas) (Gofa, Arsam and 

Laye) that gone to the Somali regional state, they cordially accepted what the team and 

other bodies allegedly decided regarding the boundary dispute settlements during 1986 

referendum result. While the Garri still demanding the remaining Borana occupied land 

in Moyale district in general and Moyale town in particular. According to the Borana the 

Garri community was brilliant in designing how to expand their boundary deep into the 

Borana land. The Garri community always reacted against the referendum results.  For 

instance, they denied the referendum conducted in 2005. According to them the Garri had 
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a strong alliance with the Gabra ethnic group who already formed alliance with Burji, 

Rendille .Those ethnic groups had slogan says ‘RIGABU’ meaning. 

Garra Ilmaan Gaalaa 

Burjii Ilmaan Gaaraa 

Nuuti Obboleeyyaan garaa haadhaatii, 

Kootta tokko teenee, Boorana aanaati! 

Meaning: REGGABU, R: Reddle, GG: Gabra and Garri, BU: Burji This recent 

formulated allience among to attack Borana during conflicts. Particularly the above poem 

manifests the strong historical relationship between Gabra and Burji and future promising 

alliance against their common enemy, particularly the Borana. 

The Gabra community in Hudat and Moyale already joined the Garri ethnic group .For 

the Borana Gabra is adding fuel to the ethnic conflicts in areas while the Gabra also 

seriously pointing their fingers at the Borana. Both the Gabra and Garri ethnic groups in 

Moyale said, though they were genealogically Oromo nation they preferred to join 

Somali due to long time supremacy of Borana and discrimination upon them from the 

Borana.  

Federal government couldn’t manage to put clear demarcation both physical boundry and 

political demarcation which clearly identify Somali and Oromia regional state. 

 However, many ethnic conflict analysts, scholars, government, and non-governmental 

institutions took for granted that the causes of different violent conflicts recurring in the 

pastoralist and agro-pastoralist. Previous conflicts were resulted as competition over 

resources but the current study showed that the causes of ethnic conflicts in the study 

areas advanced to the local identity, self-administration, and territorial demarcation. 

 FGD with all participants said post 1991 newly established system brought new 

approaches, ethnic based federalism that paved ways for social cleavage which were 

implemented through empowering self-consciousness for self-administration, territorial 

expansion and border demarcation. Participants said though the system was established 
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for democracy, it seems to favor the minority groups and focuses on the question of 

identity accompanying fierce competition for administrative power at different levels.   

So researcher can say, the newly prevailing causes of ethnic conflict in pastoralists’ 

ethnic groups are not resource based but advanced to self-administration power, border 

demarcation, and it is all about searching for their local identity.  

4.2.4 Borana- Gabra Inter-Ethnic Conflict 

With regard to the Borana and Gabra, it has been agreed that in the old days there was no 

significant inter-ethnic conflict. The severe conflict between Gabra and Borana started 

after the downfall of Derg regime and the scale is high. The history of conflict between 

the two ethnic groups goes back to the second half of the 17th century.  The Gabra 

claimed that they were the original settlers of the present Arero and Dire districts of 

Borana zone along with other groups, including the Garri before the coming of the 

Sodoma Booroo (Borana) to Dire (Degene 2011, and FGD with Gabra at Oblo, Moyale 

and Surupha). Dejene (2011) stated that Borana, who migrated from Booroo to the 

present Dire in the second half of 17th century, expelled the original settlers. According to 

Gabra informants interviewed, other ethnic groups like Wardiya, Rindle and Sakuye 

moved away from the area to Kenya due to the supremacy and domination from the 

Borana while Gabra and Garri decided to tolerate and live with the Borana under his 

control and supremacy. According to Gabra, Muso raid by Borana during time of peace 

was the source of problem and grievance in their relation with Borana, in addition to 

already tolerated colony and marginalization. Muso is a ritual raid conducted by the 

Borana raba (warrior gada grade) in the Borana Gada system. They said Muso raid is 

conducted by Borana against Gabra once in every eight years and to other traditional 

enemies in both Ethiopia and northern Kenya as well (FGD with Gabra, at Surupha, 

Moyale and Oblo). The warriors raided livestock in areas outside Borana ritual zone. 

Muso raid usually took place during peace when there is no any dispute between the two 

ethnic groups. 

 The Borana interviewed said Borana do not kill Gabra for prestige and honor, Gabra was 

not among the groups like the Arsi, the Guji who were liable for ritual killing because to 
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them, Gabra was a part of Borana and they had Terriso (patron-client) ritual gift and 

alliance for many years. To them killing Gabra did not qualify the killer to the required 

honor. On the contrary Gabra traced the history of killing between the two to distant past. 

According to them, Gabra were victims of ritual killing, especially during Muso raid 

when they defend their livestock and Gabra kills the Borana through ambush killing as 

well. Another factors for their ethnic conflict was the Ethio-Somalia war of 1977/78 

which highly contributed for the present ethnicity and local politics both in terms of their 

political identification through the formation of ethnic based political organization in 

Ethiopia that lead to Ethnic identification. Somali Abo liberation front (SALF), 

established political organization in the name of Oromo speaking Muslim in 1976 to 

organize the people across the Southern Ethiopian border, under the Somali banner (Bassi 

1997). This was a time when Guji heard information and went to Mogadisho to collect 

fire arms to fight against Derg regime that killed 369 collectively at a time, at the place 

called Tuula Surro currently in Duda-Dawa district.  

FGD participants (Guji, Borana and Gabra) at Madar, Oblo, and Moyale said, the 

intention of providing fire arms called Dhumbur, to Guji, Garri and Gabra by Somalia 

government was vicariously territorial expansion of the future program to form greater 

Somali in East Africa. According to Guji and Borana informants Gabra and Garri at a 

time totally wanted to join Somalia ethnic group but refused and deported by Siad Barre 

saying they belong to Oromo nation. 

Derg regime fought the force initiated by Somali government and defeated them. After 

the victory by the Derg, majority of the Gabra were repatriated and stayed in the Ethiopia 

territory together with the Borana. They were initially settled in Moyale, relocated to the 

present Borana zone’s districts, Yabelo (Bule Kalo, Haro Bake kebeles), to Arero (Silala) 

and Dire (Dokolle). Gabra said, as the Borana political leaders during Derg purposely 

detached them from their recent ally (Garri) Somali group in the East (Dejene 2011 and 

FGD with Gabra and Garri at Moyale town). Throughout the remaining of the Derg time, 

the Borana and the Gabra enjoyed a relative peace still under tense political control and 

harsh measure against the offenders by the regime and local leaders. In 1991/192 the 
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Borana and the Gabra were involved in heavy fighting all over their territories in 

Southern Ethiopia present Borana zone (, Fekadu 2009, Shongolo 1995, and Bassi 1997). 

The post 1991 Borana -Gabra violent confrontation has ever increased in its magnitude 

and intensity. This conflict occurred immediately after the collapse of the Derg which 

was characterized by severe political instability caused by the power vacuum on one hand 

and competing over recognition and power on the other hand. (Degene 2011 and FGD at 

Yabello with Borana and Haro Bake with Gabra). The source of the conflict mainly 

emanated from seeking recognition, power and political domination in the areas like 

Yabelo and Arero districts. Most of the Borana allied with the OLF and some with the 

OPPD while Gabra allied with OALF that would represent their interest and also 

deserved the right to control political power. According to Borana informants Gabra 

aspired and wanted to control the position of leadership on Borana land under OALF 

political party. They had the Sologan saying “Allaattiin Lama Kooba tokkorra woliin hin 

teettu” meaning two birds never sets on a tip of ant hill at a time. These meant they would 

never agree and share power and with Borana. 

Due to disagreement Borana mobilized themselves against both the Gabra-Garri alliance 

and OALF. Then inter-ethnic conflict erupted between Borana and Gabra. Very 

devastating war was fought at a place called Dhaka Dubatu ykn Dibe badii Gabra (hill at 

which Gabra genocide) which is 5 kilometers north east of Yabelo town. The war caused 

huge loss of life and property. Then inter-ethnic conflict soon expanded to other areas 

inhabited by Gabra, especially Moyale which led to mass displacement and loss of live 

on both sides (see Dejene 2011, Bassi 1997, and Wario 2006). Inter-ethnic conflict 

between two displaced Gabra from their previous kebeles in Borana in Yabelo, Arero and 

Dire districts. Then Guji was their first option both geographical physical proximity and 

less historical hostility between them.  Majority migrated north ward and took refuge on 

Guji land and settled there almost for 1 ½ decades. During stay with Guji in their 

territory, their economy was revived and returned to property which was destructed as a 

result of conflict with Borana. These created comfort zone by Guji community again 

raised another questions for self-administration and for land in Guji inhabited territory 
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which caused another severe inter-ethnic conflict between them in 2005 which was the 

first war in their history. 

 Gabra informants interviewed in all research sites said “Nuuti Borana hin jibinee hin 

jibaanne” Meaning we do not hate and will never hate Borana but we totally cut our heart 

from them due to their unfair treatment, discrimination, subjugation and 100yrs power 

dominations and supremacy”. They said, that is the reason, why they are claiming new 

kebeles in Guji land regretting going back to their kebeles in Borana. 

4.2.5 Guji- Gabra Inter-Ethnic Conflict (2005) 

In their history of living very close to each other, they had never fought until 2005 inter-

ethnic conflict between the two groups. Orally their relationship had been long for the 

following reasons. Firstly the Gabra mainly used to live with Borana than Guji for many 

years, secondly the Guji and the Gabra were not traditionall enemies, Guji never killed 

Gabra because they said Gabri Woyyuu (Gabra have inherent divine saintly qualities) 

even go to Gabra for Quutto during war against other traditional enemy (get blessed 

through ritual practice), this performed wishing to get victory over their enemy during 

warfront. Now this ritual traditional practice was declared not to practice by former Guji 

Abba Gada Aga Xenxeno, in 2007 on Guji Gada Assemble at Me’ee Bokko (Bore), 

suspecting, it may cause conflict between them. Other reason is Guji do not kill or qualify 

Gabra for honor. Those ranking was made only among sidii sadiin ( three enemies), the 

Arsi, the Borana, and the Guji.This contexts made by person called Biyyoo Sidoo when 

this three brothers departed from their original land called Tulluu nama durii ( hill of 

human ancestor),currently around Girja district of Guji zone. Guji justfy their relationship 

the following song chanted. 

Geerarsa (Traditional song) 

� Safarraa hin qayatanuu, 

� Guyyaa dhabaa hin didanu 

� Safara hin ijeesanuu, 

� Lola worra/lola gale hin didanu 
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Meaning: killing safara is traditionally taboo and forbidden, Safara refers both (Gabra 

and Garri) but may occurr during minor clashes and unexpected inter personal disputes 

among them.  

Post 1991 inter-ethnic conflict between the Borana and the Gabra paved the way for 

future conflict with Guji. Due to the very intensive conflict with Borana, Gabra moved to 

take refuge in Guji inhabited land, this happened because there was no any other options 

to them. So, Inter-ethnic conflict between Borana and Gabra had brought new history of 

sharing territory between them for 1 ½ decades until 2005. As soon as the problem 

between the Borana and Gabra calmed Guji expected and demanded Gabra going back to 

their previous original kebeles like Haro Bake, Bule Qalo, in Yabelo, and Dokolle in Dire 

respectively, where they used to live before the war. 

However, the Gabra were not ready to go back to their former kebeles. The Borana 

occupied the area and even changed the names of previous Gabra Kebeles in Borana 

name. Loss of their kebeles in Borana encouraged getting new kebeles in Guji territory 

which further opened the history of conflict between them in 2005. 

2005 inter-ethnic conflict was caused by Gabra because they claimed land and separate 

administrative ownership in Guji inhabited kebeles like Tulaa Wayyu, Bildheso Gulle 

and Kara Gumata in Yabelo and Arero districts respectively. They did not request for 

where to live but demanded place for their political power intending, even renaming Guji 

kebeles to their previous former kebeles in Borana land. 

Tuta wayu = Bule Qalo 

Bildheso = Haro Bake 

Kara Gumata = Silala 

They developed slogan  

Which said, “Latti tun lafa Gabra ykn lafee gabra” 
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The English meaning: Those kebeles will be either collections of death Gabra bones or 

land owned by Gabra. They claimed by saying why no Kebeles called after Gabra then 

planned new imagined kebeles in Guji land. This is the same story that happened during 

their conflict with Borana in 1991. Their intention was to establish Surupha as their 

future district administrative town. Unfortunately, Guji were not ready to allow the Gabra 

to have a separate district administrative and new kebeles in their land where they took 

refuge during their conflict with Borana. Guji never denyied Gabra to live in their 

territory but got annoyed due to this new demand by immigrants to get land and own their 

political power in separated administrative unit. This caused violent confrontation 

between the two. Guji surprised by saing “imagine when your guests revolt against you to 

get separated room without your willing”. Guji usually says” Nuuti afaan Garraa hin 

beennu, isaan polotikaa bacaa beekan” literal meaning: we couldn’t understand Gabra 

because they know many politics which tend to deceive people. Guji said Gabra were 

and/are like pendulum without equilibrium points. 

The Gabra agreed as they caused 2005 conflict with Guji but highly pointed their fingers 

at Borana, as the Borara was the initiator and encourager of conflict because he wanted to 

block Gabra not to try again their previous kebeles as they already displaced and refused 

not to go back to their former kebeles. Gabra are demanding Surupha to be their town 

where they able to protect their properties and safeguard for their children. 

On the contrary Borana also took Gabra as a threat maker between their issues, even 

problem with Guji. Borana usually say ” Gabarti dhukkuba hin fayyine ka jidduu Guji fi 

Boranaa jiru” Meaning “Gabra is unrecovered disease between the Guji and the 

Borana”. To Borana Gabra is always a cause of every problem and even conflicts 

between the Guji and the Borana. To Borana the best solution for sustainable peace in 

study area is displacing Gabra somewhere in Kenya or Somalia. 
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4.3 Actors for Ethnic Conflict 

Conflicts are obviously provoked and started by the certain individuals and/or groups, 

and it never happens in a vacuum. Here in the study I have tried to categorize actors into 

two who directly engage and play shadow role by facilitating inputs for conflicts. Direct 

(primary) and indirect (secondary) actors for ethnic conflict may get either visible or 

invisible benefits from the conflicts outcomes. Primary actors are those who involve into 

a conflict directly or visibly whereas secondary actors are those whose involvement may 

not be observable but who undeniably have some stake in the conflict. According to the 

idea from participants in my study areas direct actors are ordinary ethnic groups (Guji, 

Borana, Gabra and Garri) who are at the same time direct victims of the conflicts while 

indirect actors are local leaders and elites by provoking, encouraging and ideally 

supporters of the action by calculating his/their group’s objectives, which may or may not 

benefit direct actors. In study areas primary actors refer to the local ethnic groups 

(Borana, Gabra, Garri, and Guji) who are openly engaged in various ethnic-conflicts 

which some started long in the past and started recently. Secondary are those who push 

from behind vicariously by providing materials and moral supports that escalate the 

conflict. Asnake described that, the identification of “primary actors” that are visible and 

shadow actors”, whose presence may not be obvious but certainly has some interest to 

peruse in the conflict. Participants from all conflicting ethnic groups in the study areas 

said, the contributions of shadow players (local leaders and elites) especially in post 1991 

ethnic conflicts are significant. They said” Nami barate wolitti nu fidaa hin jiru” 

Meaning: Our elites are not bringing us together. 

Below the researcher elaborated the detail of each contribution by dividing into two 

sections, direct and indirect actors. 
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4.3.1 Direct Actors 

Under this section both adult men and women, youngsters and availability of legal and 

illegal small and modern fire armed groups were identified as the direct and major actors 

in the ethnic conflict in the study areas. 

From all conflicting ethnic groups Borana, Guji, Gabra, and Garri women and young men 

can highly contribute in both peace making and provoking conflict. In pastoralist 

communities and this study site as well women and young people are the major provokers 

of conflict in a way that they sing different songs of bravery that appreciate both adult 

men and youngsters who killed somebody and undermine those who never killed a 

person. During confrontations, they disseminate war news to other men of their group 

usually through both crying and singing. Women encourage the youngsters and the adult 

men who remain at home to go to the warfronts by using various techniques like 

demoralizing insults and crying at who refused and appreciate who are already there at 

warfront by bravery singing for them. According to informants interviewed the Gabra 

and Garri’s women even directly go to warfront to participate in and provide support 

through fetching water to fighters and provide care by taking away injured from enemy. 

But the Guji’s and Borana’s women wait their husband at home expecting victory over 

their enemy because they pre-blessed and gave enough food before them leave for 

warfront. 

Pastoral and traditional young men in the study areas have also a significant stake in the 

ethnic conflict. Their physical strengthens, emotional readiness are evaluated by checking 

either he can carry a gun and able to tolerate for long thirsty. They are traditional 

encouraged to go to warfront because fighting is one of a rite of passage which may seek 

for their social recognition in their group. They usually provoke conflict by raiding 

livestock and committing a hidden ambush killing. FGD participants in all said, young 

men and children in pastoral areas usually talk and play about how to get guns. Talking 

about education and other development is not common for pastoral children like other 

children in others city. Their high and low self-steam is realized either having gun or not. 

In ethnic conflicts every capable youth and adult men are mostly dominant in warfront 
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and hence they are frontline actors in the conflict. The pulling factor behind conflict cycle 

is partly, due to their keen interest of accumulating asset and fulfilling the age-old 

pastoral social value of raiding or rustling to get recognition of “status of bravery” 

(Asnake 2011). According to them this accumulated status quo will help youth to 

participate fully in social issues and empowered them psychological readiness for their 

future plan of getting marry from good family in their ethnic group.The past strong 

psychological attitudes inculcated in the mind of young traditional pastoral people, are 

still working for some extent in contributing in ethnic conflicts in the study areas.  

Another group who considered as the direct actors for ethnic conflict is legal and illegal 

armed groups. In the selected study areas, significant number of the individuals owned 

the private guns which can be either legal or illegal fire arms. According to the 

informants such armed people are the most significant actors in the ethnic conflict. To the 

Guji and the Borana, the major objective of having gun is usually related to acquiring and 

maximizing their social values. To them culturally having a gun was considered as a 

symbol of power for self-protection and wealth but now guns are often used for offence. 

As stated by Asnake armed groups are the main actors who ignite conflict and once it 

occurred, they stand by the side of their group and shoot against the other to get social 

honor. 

All informants in the study agreed the availability of both small fire arms and modern 

weapons, in the study areas are actually, the threat to their life and socio-economic 

security as well. The Border areas to Somalia regional state like (Liben zone, Hudet) and 

Oromia regional state (Moyale, Madar and Arero) both legal and illegal small arms and 

modern weapons found are a kin in adding fuel in ethnic conflict.  

In this study area, there are also some illegal traders who have stake in the conflict 

through initiation and facilitation ethnic conflict because they get huge benefit out of the 

ethnic conflicts. They engage in selling small armaments (guns and bullets) at high price 

at time of conflict, buy looted livestock for a cheap price and sell it to a higher price 

during the time of peace. According to Guji and Borana this practices relatively high in 
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border areas, the Gabra and Garri inhabited land but from Gabra and Garri points of 

view, it equally practiced in all border areas in the study sites. 

4.3.2 Indirect Actors 

Chronological contributions made by the elites in ethnic conflicts in the study areas were 

considered here. The role played by the governments at all levels: national, regional, and 

local from the time of establishing new Ethiopian empire during the Minilik II and up to 

the current ruling political system, have been indirectly contributing in those ethnic 

conflicts in the study areas. During the totalitarian periods governors used divide-rule 

system to expand territories and dominate political and economic power at all levels. 

According to Guji informants the deep-rooted causes of their intra-ethnic group with the 

Borana was severely created during the reign of the Haile Selassie and the Derg, that in 

favored the Borana both in socio- political empowerment and totally excluded Guji ethnic 

group because, they refused to participate in their political system while the Borana was 

peacefully incorporate to the system. H/Selassie successfully controls and dominates the 

politics and resource in the areas, increasing the gap of their relationship through adding 

fuel to their issues of grievance created during period of Sidii sadiin (three enemies) 

which further escalate severity of their intra ethnic conflict.  According to all FGD 

participants (Guji, Gabra and Garri) Borana continued political relation with the Derg as 

well, which helped them to control all leadership position in all Southern pastoral 

provinces like Nagelle, Arero Awaraja and Moyale as well. During both reigns of the 

Haile and mostly Derg period Guji was highly marginalized and discriminated in all 

political, economic and social aspects which finally forced them to migrate to Mogadisho 

to collect firearms to fight against Derg government. A strong shadow rule game played 

by both national and local leaders made them as the indirect actors in the most of the 

ethnic conflicts in the study areas from the long past. 

 Contribution of the political elites in conflict is high in the causes of ethnic conflict in 

study areas. Here political elites mostly refer to the zonal and districts government who 

indirectly act representing their respective groups in the study area. According to 

informants from both Guji and Borana zones, the practices of supports given by political 

and educated elites for their ethnic groups initially started during H/Selassie by 
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empowering minoring group to rule majority. In both past and current political system, 

political leaders were involved vicariously in ethnic conflict by providing food and even 

bullet during the war. According to them, the best examples were 2006 intra-ethnic 

conflict between Guji and Borana in Guji inhabited land and 2010 inter-ethnic conflict 

between Borana and Garri at Moyale and 2014 at Nagelle when government officials 

involved in conflicts by material provision. With regard on how political elites involved 

in and aggravate ethnic conflicts, Borana informants showed a bit of difference, by 

pointing their fingers at both national and regional governments as a cause of ethnic 

conflicts. On the contrary all the Guji, the Garri and the Gabra, agreed on how the elites 

both local political leaders and educated elites involving in the ethnic conflict planning to 

have better political status and realized their domination in all aspects. Thus they support 

their ethnic group by all means to maintain their political power. Therefore this implies as 

there was a very significant contribution of political elites in the causes of the ethnic 

conflicts in the both Guji and Borana zonal administrations. 

Although the contribution made by community leaders and elders are positively 

important, for some extent they are as suspected as a shadow players. Local Community 

leaders and elders in all conflicting ethnic groups have an influential role in both peace-

making and conflict scenarios. In the past conflicts among those ethnic groups had been 

resolved through the methods created in Gada system like mediation and direct 

involvement of community leaders and elders which were the most successful and 

sustainable in ethnic conflict resolution. The method of Gada system in solving ethnic 

conflict was activity practiced by the Guji and Borana while Gabra and Garri tend to use 

partially Sharia law. Although there was difference, they recently agreed to establish a 

common peace making committee at Alona in 2007 to control over the issues of conflicts. 

The elected peace committees were active only during the time of peace and participate 

indirectly in conflict during war. Although they are not front liners in terms of 

participating or provoking ethnic conflict, they play shadow rule game in supporting their 

ethnic groups and were not committed to stop the conflict after the conflict breakout and 

were not settle the conflict genuinely or in an impartial manner until they were finally 

stopped doing as a peace committee and back to their group.  
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Traditional Saying to unpatriotic and lazy leader/song of verses chanted 

� Holla Mukaa keessaa bofaa, buutii sodaadhu    From tree holes, watch out snack 

and cobra, 

� Garaa wolitta hollee, gargarii badii sodaadhu      afraid the cheating heart to make 

r/n gap,             

� Bineensa alaa keessaa qeeransa sodaadhu          from wild animal fear tiger, 

� Ka gara worraa keessaa, qeerdhoo sodaadhu      In side home fear adolecent 

� Gaaddisa koraa keessaa, beekaa sodaadhu          In meeting fear clever 

� Beettee Nama hin laallattuu, daallee muraa sodaadhu   and afraid decision made 

by leaders because, they are not good at calculating impacts. 

Note: They are pointing there finger at local Leaders who know the reality of 

causes of ethnic conflict but playing deliberate rule game, and felt to discharge 

their mandate. 

Additionally all participants in this study confirmed that both federal and regional 

government played less role in managing ethnic conflict in both zones they said this 

happened due to fear of being disappointed by any party in the conflict is serious, 

government use coercive force on the one who ignored the appeal of the elders, and 

hence to some extent peace would return to its normal situation. So formal conflict 

management institution alone could not able to manage the ethnic conflicts effectively as 

compared to traditional one 
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Summary of Causes of Ethnic conflicts in two Zones Table One FGDs with Guji 

1. Pree 
1991 

Causes of ethnic conflict FGD with 
Guji (4) 

Magnitude 

Pree 1991 Post 1991 

1 Sidoma (Traditional enemity)  Low Mod High Low Mod High 

  �  �   

 Didha (war pride by killing 
enemy) 

   �  �   

 Midda (trophy, killing for 
honor, social status) 

   � �    

 Polical Influence (divide and 
rule) 

   �   � 

 Power Dominance    �   � 

 Weapons effects (Dhumbur)    �  �   

2. Post 
1991 

Question of Self-
governance, Self-
determination 

 �     � 

 Claiming for Land  �     � 

 Territorial Expansion   �    � 

 Searching for local identity  �     � 
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Table two FGDs with Borana 

Pree 
1991 

Causes of ethnic conflict FGDs (3) 
with Borana 

Magnitude 

Pree 1991 Post 1991 

 Sidoma (Traditional 
enemity) 

 Low Mod High Low Mod High 

  �  �  

 Didha (war pride by killing 
enemy) 

   �  �  

 Midda (trophy, killing for 
honor, social status) 

   �  �  

 Polical Influence (divide 
and rule) 

  �   �  

 Power Dominance   �  �   

 Weapons effects (Dhumbur)   �   �  

2. Post 
1991 

Question of Self-
governance, Self-
determination 

 �     � 

 Claiming for Land  �     � 
 

Territorial Expansion  �     � 

 
Searching for local identity   �    � 
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Table 3 FGDs with Gabra 

Pree 
1991 

Causes of ethnic conflict FGDs 
(3) with 
Gabra 

                    Magnitude 

Pree 1991 Post 1991 

 Sidoma (Traditional enemity)  Low Mod High Low Mod High 

�    �   

 Didha (war pride by killing 
enemy) 

  �   �   

 Midda (trophy, killing for 
honor, social status) 

 �    �   

 Polical Influence (divide and 
rule) 

   �   � 

 Power Dominance    �   � 

 Weapons effects (Dhumbur)   �   �   

2. Pree 
1991 

Question of Self-governance, 
Self-determination 

   �   � 

 Claiming for Land  �     � 

 Territorial Expansion    �   � 

 Searching for local identity    �   � 
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Table four FGDs with Garri 

1. Pree 
1991  

Causes of ethnic conflict FGDs 
(2) with 
Garri 

  Magnitude 

Pree 1991 Post 1991 

1 Sidoma (Traditional enemity)  Low Mod High Low Mod High 

 �   �  

 Didha (war pride by killing 
enemy) 

 �   �   

 Midda (trophy, killing for honor, 
social status) 

  �  �   

 Polical Influence (divide and 
rule) 

   �   � 

 Power Dominance    �   � 

 Weapons effects (Dhumbur)    �   � 

2. Post 
1991 

Question of Self-governance, 
Self-determination 

 �     � 

 Claiming for Land   �    � 

 Territorial Expansion   �    � 

 Searching for local identity   �    � 
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4.4 Ethnic Conflict Management 

Ethnic conflict management is a key concern in establishing harmony among the ethnic 

groups who were involved into conflicts. Conflict management could help us to control 

and resolve conflicts, reduce tension, and rebuild social relation through full re-

integration of the disputants among ethnic groups. To achieve the realistic and durable 

harmonization among the conflicting ethnic groups, ethnic conflict managers could use a 

series of mechanisms and methods of conflict resolutions like indigenous (traditional) 

and formal. The following section examined the attempts made by different bodies to 

manage and resolve ethnic conflicts among Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri. Here both 

traditional and formal ethnic conflict management mechanisms were employed to 

minimize the grievances among them. 

4.4.1 Jaarsumma Ethnic Conflict Management Mechanism  

All ethnic groups in study areas are practicing the Gada system that constitute and 

regulate their lives. Until recently, Gada system was effective to settle, managing and 

resolving conflicts within and with other ethnic group. According to informants 

interviewed Guji and Borana mostly practice the rules and regulations made in the Gada 

system to manage their conflicts while the Gabra and Garri mixed with sharia. The duty 

of managing ethnic conflict is the responsibility of and performed by Jaarsota biyyaa 

(elders of the community) and hayyuu (its plural hayyoota), meaning elders have a role in 

Gada council and look after the whole system to maintain good social relations. The 

criteria determines to assure the status of Jaarsa (elder) is his knowledge on how to 

manage conflicts, for instance, his knowledge to talk dhugaa (lit. truth) in front of the 

gatherings and who talk fluently not to make the disputant aggressive, On the other hand, 

Hayyuu is the one who could cover large area to manage ethnic conflicts because of his 

knowledge about the history of his ancestors and others and customary law (seera gadaa). 

The method of jaarsumma institution could be done every time, pre, during and post 

conflict periods. According to FGD with all ethnic groups; jaarsumma also works during 

peaceful time to manage the tensions that could lead to serious ethnic conflicts and could 

try to create comfortable and conducive environments for the ethnic groups by 

minimizing the appearance of conflicts. In addition to the paramount role played during 
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the pre-conflict period, the conflict managers are also responsible to contain the spread of 

conflicts not to bring serious damages on the groups. 

Though some intervention performed before and during the time of conflicts, major role 

played during post- conflict period in managing ethnic conflicts. According informants 

interviewed, ethnic conflict management by the method of jaarsumma was most active 

and sustainable during pre-1991 because the ritual ceremony to settle peace among 

groups performed only by community elders and Hayyuu without the interference of 

governments at all level.  

In the past especially pre-1991, during post conflict lamb and lichoo/lichee sent to 

opponent ethnic group by elders from any conflicting ethnic groups. Lamb and lichee are 

the symbols of peace. Culturally it is impossible and totally taboo to touch someone with 

the Lichoo or lamb, because it was considered as a traditional flag and symbol of 

requesting for peace. Community elders and leaders from any conflicting send 

delegations to the other ethnic leaders, particularly Abba Gada (Gada leader) and other 

Gada officials (hayyuu) to arrange day and place for negotiation and compromises. FGD 

with Borana and Guji elders said, this happens mostly after, both groups are exhaustively 

tired of fighting, loss of properties and destruction of life. Compromise involves going 

part way to meet an opponent, and expecting that they do the same. It means one or both 

of conflicting parties must give up its maximum demands.  

Traditional approaches to this include direct negotiation between the parties, deliberation 

by council of elders, and mediation by a neutral third party. Representative of traditional 

enemies meet and confirm that the fighting has harmed both, and that both would benefit 

from peace. They may decide to settle their dispute there and then. On the day they come 

together, they prepare traditional ritual ceremony. Both ethnic involved in conflict bring 

oxen and daadhii (hone-wine), then, the process of slaughtering a sacrificial animal starts. 

Pouring blood and daadhii on the head of the two sample individuals that symbolizes the 

purification of the blood from the guilty. Another symbolic process is breaking a bone of 

the sacrificial animal the two parties each hold the end of the bone and the two Abba 

Gadas break the bone by the blunt edge of the knife. Bone breaking symbolizes removing 
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the hostility between the groups. The next step is eating and drinking together, which 

represents the reconciliation and restoration of the peace and harmony, finally Abba 

Gadaa concludes the ceremony by blessing the peace to be durable at the same time 

cursing any attempt of revenge. 

To them, old methods used in managing and creating peace by such traditional ritual 

ceremony, were more sustainable and lasts long. For instance, the best example was 

traditional method used among the Guji, the Borana, and the Arsi during 1988 totally 

managed intra-ethnic conflicts between the Guji and Arsi and further avoided conflicts 

from the group. This event was created for peace restoration and social harmonization 

among the Guji, the Borena and the Arsi at the place called Qarsa Bilbilo which is 

currently the capital town of Guji zone (Nagelle). The event was initiated by former 

administrator called Godana Tuni because there socio-political instability in the area due 

to regular ambush killing started from a time sidii sadiim (three enemies) among them. 

He called elders from all groups to make a peace by avoiding the concept of enmity 

among them and collaboration with ethnic groups in the zone. Some FGD at Nagelle said, 

Godana Tuni arranged this event because Borana was in conflicts with another Somalia 

ethnic group (Dogodi, Gurra, and Marihana). At the end of these big peace ritual event, 

all participant elders from different ethnic groups decided to change Qarsa Bilbilo to 

Nagelle, by wishing peace among themselves and they prayed by saying “Waaga guddaa 

at nageya nuu buusi” meaning (Almighty God settle peace among us). Praying was 

successful for two groups the Guji, and the Arsi, and it is unfortunate the Guji and the 

Borana are still fighting due to deep-rooted concepts of sidii (enemy), grievance created 

between them during divide and rule political systems. All conflicting groups said, today 

the practices and procedures of ethnic conflict management are not genuine in 

maintaining peace because traditional system is less active than formal system of the 

government. The so-called modernization accompanied by less consideration to this 

traditional system, the Gada system is said to be lose its integrative and peacemaking role 

They said, the involvement of political system in the process of traditional indigenous 

ethnic conflict management mechanism, has contributed to the deteriorating role and rule 

of the reality jaarsumma in managing the ethnic conflict in the study areas. They said 
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currently both elders from all ethnic groups and government are do not genuinely 

recognize cause of conflict,  who caused conflict and tend to be biased on a certain group 

which created and/ will be the big threat for the sustainable peace in the study areas.  

4.4.2 Formal Institutions to Manage Ethnic Conflict 

It is the prime responsibility of the government to manage and resolve conflicts. To 

discharge this responsibility, government established institutions to manage conflict at 

national and local levels. In Ethiopia, the house of federation, which is the upper house of 

the country’s parliament, is the highest body to manage and resolve conflicts in the 

country (Weyesa 2011:67).  

On the contrary participants from all ethnic groups denied big contributions made by 

governments at all level, especially they pointed their fingers at local governments in 

both zones particularly Borana zone. FGD at all study site except participants from 

Borana ethnic group confirmed as a local government play  less in managing and solving 

ethnic conflicts, and mostly reflected in Borana zone when the Borana ethnic group fight 

against other ethnic group in the zone.  

However, many leaders contributed less in discharging their responsibility of managing 

ethnic conflicts, some zonal leaders were initiated to establish peace committee in the 

zones, after a very devastating ethnic conflicts in 2001 Borana vs Garr and in 2006 

Borana vs Guji,. In 2004 and 2007 peace conferences which were included participants 

from governments, NGOs, and elders selected from all conflicting ethnic groups (Borana, 

Gabra, Garri, and Guji), held in Nagelle ( Guji zone) and Alona (Borana zone) 

respectively.  

The selected and established peace committees were empowered by governments and 

were used to organize consecutive peace conferences for discussion among the 

conflicting ethnic groups (Guji, Borana, Gabra and Garri) in their respective areas on the 

issues related to security and peace and on how to manage ethnic conflicts in the zones. 

FGD participants interviewed said, members of peace committee were getting perdium 

and financed by governments and NGOs, that conditioned their behavior with the benefit 
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and opportunity, until they have finally come to weaken because their objectives diverted 

to get money rather than making peace among their  the fighting groups. It is now 

difficult to solve the present conflict only by using the Gada or other systems unless on 

the bases of legality and providing responsible governance to the area. For instance, 2004 

and 2007 Nagelle and Alona peace conferences and agreement made among the four 

(Guji, Garri, Gabra and Borana) communities to solve conflicts and live together has not 

yet become effective. 

To manage ethnic conflicts in the study areas, another attempt was made by federal and 

regional governments especially to manage inter-ethnic conflicts between Borana and 

Garri at Moyale and Guji and Garri at Madar through referendums. The attempt at 

Moyale in 1986 E.C and 2005 was not successful in solving their conflicts while 

referendum at Madar in 2005 end inter-ethnic conflict between Guji and Garri because 

Guji were managed to get majority vote. After referendum, conflicts between two are 

calmed but not necessarily as a result of referendum but, due to created economic inter-

dependence between them had a contribution as well.  The Borana and Garri inter-ethnic 

conflicts mostly caused by the Moyale issue which made their hostility becoming the 

most severe. Although governments tried to solve their boundary dispute by sending 

delegates to investigate the problems and demarcate political boundaries between them it 

still needs more attention by all. 

There is proverb/saying                                    

� Nama dhibamee firri gaafachuu 

Dhufe jedhama                                                           

� Yennaa gaafatee deemuu ka’uu 

 Waaqi si fayyisu jedheen 

� Jennaan namichi kaan,  

Ka ani sodaadhuyyuu isuma kana jedhe jedhama 

Meaning: Someone sick and his relative went to ask. At the departure said I wish 

you the best recover from God, paradoxically, sick man responded by saying, he 
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is a one I definitely fear for my life. In the above contexts government is a big 

fear for the sustainable peace in both research areas.  

4.5  Consequences and Future Challenges  

Chronologically ethnic conflicts in the study areas were on and off due to deep-rooted 

grievances caused that overlapped with traditional enmity, the changes of political trends 

brought very devastating high degree of destruction on the properties and loss of 

unaccountable lives from all involved ethnic groups. Property destruction, brutal killing, 

huge displacements of people from their resource and houses, affected economic 

wellbeing were some consequences of conflicts in the study areas for decades developed 

deep-rooted social hate rage, sense of enmity, poor social bondage, social anxiety and 

tensions and conditioned negative attitude and wrong way economic competition and 

their inter-personal and social relations were disconnect, economically poor. They do not 

enjoy their normal and natural life, they said they are in battle field or war front “nuut 

buddannee baruu hin gabbanne” meaning it is methephorical meaning which means 

always in constant fear due to discrimination from Borana (Garri and Gabra informants in 

Moyale).  

There are still challenges for sustainable peace in the study areas. Many issues which 

might cause conflicts are not yet solved but suppressed by forces. The most serious which 

are suspected for future conflicts are: The issue of Moyale between Borana and Garri, 

Nagelle and Bule Hora pending questions of good governances, issue between Guji and 

Borana and Surupha and some Kebeles in Guji, the issue between ,Gabra and Guji. As 

stated by Jeong, humans have needs that they strive to satisfy. These include people need 

for identity, security, recognition, dignity, and feelings of personal fulfillment. 

Additionally Azar emphasis when they are denied physical and economic security, 

political participation and recognition from other ethnic groups, their distinctive identity 

is lost and they will do whatever is in their power to regain it.  

FGD participants among Guji, Gabra and Garri especially who inhabited areas 

neighboring to Borana group have confirmed as they were highly discriminated, 

marginalized, oppressed totally and denied those above basic human needs for decades 
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by local Borana leaders which currently resulted in ethnic conflicts and will be future 

suspect as well. From the Borena informant’s point of view, they were positively treating 

and sharing all resources with neighboring ethnic groups, Gabra especially in the past by 

the method of alliance called Terriso. Those different perceptions and understandings 

among conflicting ethnic groups may cause ethnic conflict again in the areas. 

Another challenges which may cause ethnic conflicts are some traditional practices by the 

Borana Gada council during eve time of Gada power transfer like, Didha (killing enemy) 

and Muso (ritual raiding during a time of peace), and Quutto (forceful ritual gift) used by 

Guji Gada council in the past but declared not to be practiced in 2007 at Me’ee Bokko 

Guji Gada assembly by realizing as it may cause a conflict. This mostly practiced by 

uneducated traditional people who still pride and compare their status quo with title he 

has in his community particularly with peer age by killing enemy which perceived as the 

social recognition. The above wrong attitudes which provoke ethnic conflict are still 

reflected in some degree though majority perceive as something wrong. The most 

tensioned period is during transitional government and rainy season when there is a 

plenty of water and pasture range land. 

 Other challenges for future peace, young educated elites and local political authority, 

who supposed to be solutions, were deliberately neglect to facilitate collaborative 

negotiation to bring a comprehensive understanding among their groups for sustainable 

peace in the future. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

Discussion, Conclusion and Recommendations 

5.1 Discussion 

Before 1970s, ethnographers show that there were low level and intermittent ethnic 

conflicts among Pastoral communities of Southern Ethiopia and North Kenya. It was 

because the conflict managed by customer institution before it rises or escalates. 

However, Since the 1970s had the communities had seen tremendous changes due to 

political struggles of new nation state formation of Ethiopian Emperor Regimes and 

unfolded British led colonialism in Kenya (Markakis 1993). Empirical studies indicates 

that although there has been intermittent ethnic conflicts among southern Ethiopia 

pastoralists, frequency and intensity of conflicts have been increasing since enactment of 

ethnic based federalism in 1990s (Asnake, Beriso, 2009).  

Currently pastoralists in study areas are facing various problems which threaten their way 

of life and survival. They have undergone changes such as population growth, loss of 

prime grazing lands and displacement. Those factors have been fueling pastoral conflicts 

in Ethiopia (Abdulahi 2005). The other problem is conflict, which frustrates the young 

and the old man. Most of the time clashes occur due to low level of awareness on the part 

of the pastoralists. When ethnic federalism unfolded in the 1990s as a new political order, 

one of the main challenges in pastoral areas of southern Ethiopia has been “who is a 

Somali or who is an Oromo [and] according to what criteria” (Schlee, 1994). As (Wood, 

2000) concludes it Gabra, Garri, Borana, Guji and others groups “have been fighting and 

assimilating with each other for centuries”.  

Although there is no consensus on causes of the ethnic conflicts in pastoral areas, some 

scholars (Bassi, 2010, and Teche, 2011) explained that intra-Oromo and non- Oromo 

ethnic groups clashes over scarce natural resources (pasture and water) are a prime cause 

of pastoral ethnic conflict. This view has influenced many development practitioners and 

policy actors to comprehend pasture and water scarcities as dominant cause of 

pastoralists’ ethnic conflict. For instance, since 1990s a number of international NGOs 

have been intervening. On the contrary according to informants long past conflicts in the 

areas and also 1970- 1991 causes of ethnic conflicts among the Borana, Gujii, Gabra, and 
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Garri were not exclusively resource based conflict rather it was due to many factors: 

sense of enemity, killing for honor, social status, political manipulation, and weapons 

effect as well. Reported causes of ethnic conflict in Ethiopia (Bahru 2008) have been 

over centralization, marginalization, deliberate elites exploitation and competitions for 

scarce resources as major causes. Partially I agree with (Bahru 2008) because those 

causes were major common in the past (pree 1991) but now now no longer in newely 

emerging causes of conflicts. Had it been scarcity of resources meaning pasture and 

water, we talk about conflict within group meaning Borana fight with Borana, and Guji 

with as well. According to Dejene (2011), competition over resources is among the 

explanatory factors in most of the cases of conflict among these contending groups. He 

farther explained that the current violent conflicts among the pastoralists involves many 

parties and highly interwoven intricate factors of historical, cultural, economic, political, 

and identity issues pertinent to new federal model and former groups’ relations.   

I am totally disagree with the above scholars who said causes of ethnic conflicts in study 

areas are resource based meaning pasture and water and agree with Deneje (2011) 

because ethnic conflict in pastoralist is no longer different from other conflicts and the 

causes changed from post 1991 due to change of Ethiopian political system. The causes 

of ethnic conflicts in study areas are not totally new but overlapping with old causes of 

conflicts. Actually in the old days there were incidental clashes especially between the 

Borana and the Guji communities. Individuals from both group used to kill each other as 

a sign of braveness, sense of enmity, seeking for social recognition, divide and rule 

political manipulation and sometimes there was a cattle raiding or theft by individuals 

from each ethnic group. These things used to provoke conflicts between them. However, 

these conflicts did not go further and used to be stopped and settled within short period of 

time by the facilitation of elders and customary institutions from both ethnic groups. 

Overall it used to happen very seldom. Nonetheless, after the down fall of the Derg 

regime (1992) the frequency, the magnitude and the reason or cause of the conflict has 

changed. The frequency highly increased, the scale is very high i.e., it engages a lot of 

people and wider area, and the reasons have become more of claiming for land, territory 

expansion, self-governance and political representation.  With regard to the Borana vs 
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Gabra, and Garri and Guji vs Gabra, and Garri, it has been agreed that in the old days 

(Pre -1991) there was no significant conflict. The conflict of Gabra vs Borana and Gabra 

vs Guji and Garri as well started after the downfall of the Derg regieme and the scale is 

very high and the reason is more of territory claiming and political representation at 

various level of administration as mentioned above. 

5.2  Conclusion  

Conflicts are an integral part of social existence and occur as a result of incompatible 

goals of human beings. Conflict can be driven by unmet or frustrated humans needs that 

they strive to satisfy those are: the sense of justice, identity, security, recognition, 

autonomy, participation, rights of individuals and groups, rights of property and land. 

When they are denied physical and economic security, political participation and 

recognition from other groups and their distinctive identity is lost, they will do whatever 

in their power to regain it.  

The causes of ethnic conflicts in the study areas are not different from the above 

situations and forms but its causes, magnitude, and intensity are gradually getting severe 

from different time and contexts. For instance intra-ethnic conflict between the Guji and 

the Borana was killing as a sign of bravery, and killing for honor, seek social recognition, 

qube keyachu meaning having symbolic ring on finger. Pre 1991 causes and motives of 

the Guji-Borena intra-conflicts were not merely killing for honor (Midda); rather it had 

the economic and political motives behind as well.  

In the past the groups had no force to rely on for their peace and security, but gradually 

they formulated the system called Gada to ensure good governance, secure own dignity, 

and fighting force was called Rabaa warriors dula butta (war initiated by Gada system) 

both in Guji and Borana, to maintain their internal power that helps to defend external 

rival groups.  

The structural requirement of waging war against the neighbouring ethnic group was a 

part of the political system designed to protect their territories from external invasion. 

Gada enabled them to maintain the balance of power over the area in favour of their 
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security and resources. Guji and Borana Conflict before the new Ethiopian Empire was 

significantly due to internal factors as a result of illiteracy and hate rage developed 

between them as a result of sidii sadiin (three enemies). Conflicts were too traditional, 

resources and social status based conflicts, because it changed form from traditional to 

political manipulation made by authoritarians that explained in terms of divide and rule 

political arrangement, which treated groups differently based on refusal and incorporation 

into the system. Guji were politically and socially marginalized while Borana in favored 

by the system. Ethnic boundaries were artificially drawn by state policy makers and 

Borana local leaders. Among different ethnic groups in southern Ethiopia, Guji were 

divided under Sidama and Gedio providences, and Borana Awraja as well and a small 

plot of land was given to Guji and called Jamjam Awraja, at the current Adola district 

which even denied to be named after their name Guji which made Guji to revenge against 

government and Borana as well.  

In the past ethnic conflict among other ethnic groups like Gabra and Garri vs Guji and 

Borana was not significant in the areas because, traditionally both Guji and Borana do not 

fight safara (Garri and Gabra) for the enmity and killing not for bravery.  The very 

devastating inter-ethnic conflicts among them were encouraged by the political influences 

of the Somalia government that planned territorial expansion in East Africa. According to 

them the previous violent conflicts were resource based conflicts, killing for looting 

cattle, camel and goats and resource use (water and grazing land). During that time all 

conflicting parties in the areas were competing to improve their right to access the 

pastoral resources they shared among them. Referendum made at Madar and economic 

inter-dependence created between the Guji and the Garri currently calmed inter-ethnic 

conflict between two groups, on the contrary they have very severe negative relation with 

the Borana because they demand Moyale town under their jurisdiction which are totally 

rejected by Borana side. Moyale town is the most devastating place for their inter-ethnic 

conflict because Garri is still demanding territorial expansion to Borana inhabited Oromia 

land.  
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Exceptionally during the much of the Derg regime, there was a relative peaceful 

relationship among different ethnic groups in Ethiopia in general and pastoralists (Guji, 

Borana, Gabra, and Garri) in particular which was achieved under tense political control 

and harsh measures against the killers. The issue of local identity, territorial expansions 

and killing for prestige between Guji and Borana were stopped immediately due to his 

application of a law of Hammurabi eye for eye, killers will be killed. 

Post 1991 ethnic conflicts seriously opened among all in new form. Firstly it started 

between the Borana and Gabra, and then advanced to Garri with Borana and secondly 

intra-ethnic conflict between the Guji and the Borana. The causes of ethnic conflicts were 

all about claiming land, self-administration and political power on Yabello, Arero and 

Moyale among Borana, and Gabra, and Garri while conflict between Guji and Borana 

was about the revenge by Guji, because Borana robbed all their cattle and other 

properties during the time Guji went to Mogadishu to collect firearms fighting Derg 

government. 

Ethnic conflicts started a century ago and have been repeatedly occurring in study areas 

were provoked by the communities, and political system, political elites, elders who 

played as direct or shadow actors respectively and still escalating the issues of conflict 

among them. Chronological contributions made by the elites and governments at all 

levels: national, regional, and local were from the time of establishing new Ethiopian 

empire currently ruling political system. In the past it was by the divide and rule system, 

to expand territories and dominate political and economic power at all levels while the 

current paved the way that demarcates groups from one another and thus, helps to 

establish group and personal identities that causes external ethnic conflict which often 

fosters internal cohesiveness. The group may feel that their identity is threatened by the 

demands of other group for the recognition of cultural rights/autonomy and political 

status. Since people rally around issues that express their grievances due to previous 

experience, exploitation and victimization could strengthen the groups identify 

consciousness. Ethnic Conflicts fueled by feelings of threatened identity are particularly 
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difficult to resolve, for the issues are far deeper and tied to the political constructions of 

self and another that create fear and hostility.  

Despite, many ethnic conflict analysts, scholars, government, and non-governmental 

institutions took for grant that the causes of different violent ethnic conflicts recurring in 

the pastoralist and study areas resulted as competition for resource but my finding 

showed that conflict in the study were started by sense of enmity, increased by political 

manipulations recently, the prevailing causes of ethnic conflicts was advanced to 

claiming for the local identity, self-administration (governance), territorial expansion and 

political demarcation. The above questions are granted by 1995 constitution which 

empowered and created the sense of local identity through political self-consciousness. 

Regarding ethnic conflict management both formal and traditional methods were utilized 

to manage and solve problems in the study areas. Conflict management refers to the 

limitation or containment of a conflict that has already broken out in the form of 

searching for a solution that would reduce the intensity of violence and prevent its 

escalation (Woodhouse and Miall 2005 29-30). Ethnic conflict management is a key 

concern in establishing harmony among the ethnic groups involved into conflicts. 

Conflict management could help us to control and resolve conflicts, reduce tension, and 

rebuild social relation through full re-integration of the disputants among ethnic groups. 

To achieve the realistic and durable harmonization among the conflicting ethnic groups in 

study areas ethnic conflict managers tried to use both methods of ethnic conflict 

management mechanisms like indigenous (traditional) and formal. Though some 

intervention performed before and during the time of conflicts, major role played during 

post- conflict period in managing ethnic conflicts. The well-known traditional institution 

of conflict management and resolution among the Oromo nation is the Gada system. The 

Gada system was and still is at the center of the Oromo traditional institutions. The status 

of the Gada system, however, varied across the vast Oromo areas during the 

incorporating of the areas in to the Ethiopian empire owing to internal and external 

factors, the system underwent considerable changes. The provision of the cultural rights 

by the federal constitution, the promotion of the culture of the various ethnic groups has 
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not happened in similar fashion all over the Ethiopian territories. In case of my area under 

study almost all ethnic groups like the Borana, the Guji and the Gabra fully practiced the 

Gada system to manage their conflict but Garri which is genealogically said to be Oromo 

mixed Gada and sharia to manage conflict within and outside their groups. 

 Jaarsumma (traditional) ethnic conflict management was the most active and sustainable 

pre-1991 because the ritual ceremony to settle peace among groups performed lonely by 

community elders and Hayyuu (father of peace in gada system) without the interference 

of governments at all level. The so-called modernization accompanied by less 

consideration to traditional system, the Gada system is losing its integrative and 

peacemaking role. The involvement of political system in the process of traditional 

indigenous ethnic conflict management mechanism, has contributed to the deteriorating 

role and rule of the real jaarsumma in managing the ethnic conflict in the study areas.  

Other several attempts were made by both federal and regional to manage ethnic conflicts 

in the study areas. Peace committees were selected many times from ethnic groups at 

different places to control and manage the issues that may cause ethnic conflicts. 

Government tried several times, especially to manage inter-ethnic conflicts between 

Borana and Garri at Moyale and Guji and Garri at Madar through referendums. The 

referendum at Moyale in 1986 E.C and 2005 were not successful in solving their conflicts 

but fortunately referendum at Madar in 2005 ends inter-ethnic conflict between Guji and 

Garri due to Guji managed to get majority vote. 

Government couldn’t manage to solve problem because either, they denied reality or they 

did not fully understand the prevailing demands causing ethnic conflicts in the areas. 

Sustainable peace is under question unless governments give much attention and elders 

genuinely recognize causes of conflict, and not tend to be biased on their groups. 

On and off ethnic conflicts due to chronological time, and the changes of political trends 

in the study areas, brought, caused deep-rooted grievances, traditional enmity, very 

devastating high degree of destruction on the properties and loss of unaccountable lives 

from all involved ethnic groups. Properties destruction, brutal killing, huge displacements 
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of people from their resource, houses, affected economic wellbeing of the groups. Those 

long times impact by the frequent ethnic conflicts developed: deep-rooted social hate 

rage, sense of enmity, poor social bondage, social anxiety and tensions and conditioned 

negative attitude and wrong way economic competition, economically poor. They have a 

trauma and do not enjoy their normal and natural life, they said they are in battle field or 

war front “nuut buddannee baruu hin gabbanne” meaning we are: wild goat which always 

does not get fatten and psychological unrest and live in full of fear.  

5.3   Recommendation  

To bring sustainable peace and harmony among the conflicting ethnic groups the 

following are recommended activities to be done:  

� Create clear local political demarcation and administration among them 

� Socio-economic interdependences must be encouraged by all groups 

�  Pending questions, for development and good governance should answered 

� Inter-marriage strategy and arrangement ought to be done among new generations 

� Common boarding schools (hostels) for common young people which may 

develop common goals and identity among them, should be established  

� Establish good governance and open minded leadership at all levels of 

administrations 

� Create awareness’ among young  generation by socializing for their common 

social relationships 

� Avoid some cultural and traditional practices like Didhaa, Muso, buttaa dulaa, 

Quto which may cause ethnic conflict  

� Community should not confirm and obey the conflict request  by shadow players  

� Reconstruct social relations through trainings and common social events which 

can gradually change social behavior for common good 

� Strong pastoral safeguarding government policy, should be designed 

� Community empowerment and betterment, should be continued and expanded to 

economically underserved communities and overlooked places and issues, to 

shape attitude for goodwill and economical independence 
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� Establish permanent peace committee, but the right for peace committee selection 

must be given to direct  actors and victims of ethnic conflicts 

� Both traditional and modern institutions for conflict management must be 

integrated and enforced by law  

� Develop wider sense of Oromummaa ( oromo-ness) among the Oromo groups 

� Power dominance by local leaders, on outsider groups must be limited and social 

jestice must be practiced in both zones. 

� The members of the four ethnic groups should make their mentality free of 

narrow ethnic based thinking and should expose those who attempts action which 

cause conflict regardless of their ethnic back ground.    

�  Avoid in appropriate settlement system which is not compatible with the 

traditional pastoral natural resource management system.  

� When indicators of conflict are seen every side should take immediate actions to 

settle the issue before it goes worse.  

�  There should be regular and continues meeting and discussions among the 

indigenous elders to improve, resocialize their relation ships.   

� I recommend further study on the clear identity of both Gabra and Garri who are 

pretending to categorize themselves under Somali, particularly Gabra who is 

instrumentally refashioning their identity and tend to be more of opportunist 

group. 

� The question of who is senior son of Oromo? which is now the issue between 

Borana and Guji should be studied in future research 

�  Other recommendation for future study is to identity clear Oromo common 

homeland (Original). I know it is Oromia but initial starting point for all. Many of 

my informants told Tullu Nama Durii (hill of human ancestors in Girja) as 

common while some of them said Tulu Nama Duri refers to Guji, Borana, and 

Arsi. Majority said Abba Gada Dagalee Yaya, 5th Oromo Gada was their common 

Abbaa Gada during (600years) ago when all Oromo used to live together at 

Tulluu Nama Durii in current Girja district of Guji zone the place adjancent to 

Ganale River. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I 

Interview guide for community elders, leaders, women, and young men 

1 How do you describe the conflicts that previously occurred in the zones? 

2 What do you think, are the main causes of the conflicts in the zones? 

3 Can you list the major previous and newly emerging causes of conflicts in the three 

government systems? 

4 Do you think, there are some historical relationships among those pastoralist and what 

are they? 

5 Who are the actors of the conflicts? 

6 What are the consequences of ethnic conflicts? 

7 Is there any attempt done to manage ethnic in the zones? 

8 Who were the major role players in managing the conflicts? 

9 Suggest any other method that could be more effective in managing the ethnic conflicts 

apart from the ones already used in the past? 
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Appendix II 

Interview guide to twelve Focus Group Discussion Participants 

1 How do describe ethnic conflicts? 

2 Can you list the major conflicts that occurred in in the zones from 1970 to 2014? 

3 Are the causes of conflicts, the same in the three administrative systems? 

4 Which seasons, do you think those ethnic groups tend to fight more, drought or rainy? 

5 How do you describe the psychological and socio-economic relationships among ethnic 

groups? 

6 What are the nature of ethnic conflicts and how have conflicts been managed? 

7 What were the main conflict management mechanisms used? 

8 What do say about the effectiveness of these attempts made to manage conflicts, and in 

bring lasting peace in the zones? 
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                   Appendix III 

Interview guide to both zone officials 

1 Is there ethnic conflicts in your zones? 

2 What do you think, are the causes of ethnic conflicts? 

3 What major was taken to control ethnic conflicts? 

4 What do you think, the zones have been lacking in managing the conflicts? 

5 What will be the challenges and future prospects for sustainable peace among the ethnic 

groups in both zones?  
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             Appendix IV List of Key Informants 

                  Name 

of          

interviewee 

Position/status 

in the 

community 

Place of 

interview 

Date Remark 

1 Gumi Daka elders Malka Soda Oct 2013 Guji 

2 Gumi chari : : : : 

3 Birbisa 

Dugo 

: Saba Boru : : 

4 Dadacha 

Balli 

: : : : 

5 Utuku 

Gashe 

: Malka Soda : : 

6 Ibrahim 

Urago 

: : : : 

7 Godana 

Barko 

: : : : 

8 Utukana 

Malo 

Former head of 

peace committee 

in both zones 

Bule Hora Nov 2013 : 

9 Dulacha 

Kadida 

Duda Dawa 

former head of 

peace and 

security office 

Fincawa Nov 2013 : 

10 Yohanis 

Gambela 

Peace committee  Nagelle Dec 2013 : 

11 Daba Kure elder Arero Oct 2013 : 

12 Fursa Tuke Hayyuu (125 yr) Arero Oct 2013 : 

13 Anonymous  elders Nagelle Dec 2013 Guji 

14 : : : : : 
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15 : : : : : 

16 : : : : Borana 

17 : : : : : 

18 : : : : : 

19 : : Yabello Oct 2013 Borana 

20 : : : : : 

21 : : : : : 

22 : : : : Guji 

23 : : : : : 

24 Huqa 

Galgalo 

: Arero : Borana 

25 Sara Wario  : : : 

26 Sora Bote  : : : 

27 Mallicha 

Sara 

 : : : 

28 Halake 

Borbor 

: Moyale : : 

29 Kalicha 

Malicha 

: : : : 

30 Sake Golo Women Yabalo : : 

31 Ibrahim 

Abdi 

elder Arero : Gabra 

32 Hasan 

Gababa 

: Moyale : : 

33 Husen Kala : Surupha : : 

34 Ibren Sora : Bake : : 

35 Ali Husen : Madar( Arero : Garri 

36 Dalacha 

Hasan 

: Moyale : : 

37 Ajasan Kala : Moyale : Gabra 
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38 Ali Wario : Madar(Arero) : Garri 

39 Husen 

Gababa 

: Moyale : : 

40 Anonymous elder Yabello : Borana 

41 : : : : : 

42 : : : : : 

43 : Government 

official 

Yabello : : 

44 : Community 

leader 

Yabello : : 

45 : Government Saba Boru : Guji 

46 : Government Malka Soda : : 

47 : Community 

leader 

Nagelle Dec 2013 : 

48 : Resident Moyale Oct 2013 Borana 

49 : : : : : 

50 : : : : : 

51 : : : : : 

52 : : : : Gabra 

53 : : : : : 

54 : : : : : 

55 : : : : : 

56 : : : : : 

57 : : : : : 

58 : : : : Garri 

59 : : : : : 

60 : : : : : 

61 : : : : : 

62 : : : : : 
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63 : : : : : 

64 : : Fincawa Nov 2013 Guji 

65 : : : : : 

66 : : : : : 

67 : : Surupha : : 

68 : : : : Gabra 

69 : : : : : 

70 : : : : : 

71     : 

72 Safay 

Mokona 

: Nagelle Dec 2013 Guji 

73 Borsesa 

Arero 

: Malka Soda Oct 2013 : 

74 Gamade 

Salli 

: Hirmaye(Arero) : : 

75 Garbicha 

Sora 

: Moyale : Borana 

76 Galgalo 

Halake 

: Bake(Yabello) : : 

77 Boru Borbor : Arero : : 

78 Garbole 

Issaki 

:  : Gabra 

79 Mamad 

Hasan 

: Bake(Yabello) : : 

80 Boru 

Ibrahim 

: Madar (Arero) : Garri 

81 Aliyo Dika : Moyale( Liban) : : 

82 Arbale Sara : Moyale(Oromia) : Borana 

83 Kamal 

Dabaso 

: : : : 
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84 Isaki Sora : Moyale : Gabra 

85 Kala Denge : Moyale : Garri 

86 Sara Jirmo Peace committee Yabello : Borana 

87 Jatan Dida elite : : : 

88 Jilo Galchu 

(Adan 

Dalab) 

Business man Surupha : Guji (former 

Gabra) 

89 Udesa Ture Peace Committe Goro Dola Dec 2013 Guji 

90 Halake 

Galchu 

elder Goro Dola : : 

91 Anonymous Borana zone, 

former 

administrator 

Yabello June 2014 Borana 

92 Anonymous Guji zone, 

former 

administrator 

Nagelle June 2014 Guji 
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             Appendix V List of Focus Group Discussion Participants 

No of 

Groups 

Name of 

Participants 

Social 

Position 

Place of 

Discussion 

Date Remark 

Group 

One 

    Guji 

1 Sarite Boneya Chief of 

kebele 

Madar 

(Arero) 

Oct 2013  

2 Nenko Safi resident :   

3 Balli Dugo : :   

4 Oda Hiddi Hayyu :   

5 Balela Busaya resident :   

6 Galgalu Boneya woman :   

Group 

Two 

    Gabra 

7 Adan Yatan elders Moyale Oct 2013  

8 Mali Mamada 

Shara 

:    

9 Ajasan Kalla :    

10 Hasan Dalacha :    

11 Alima Mahamed woman    

12 Mamad Ibrahim :    

13 Ibrahim Ali :    

Group 

Three 

    Borana 

14 Guyo Jilo elders Moyale Oct 2013  

15 Garo Kulu :    

16 Sakke Guyo woman    

17 Roba Guyo :    

18 Adan Gollicha :    
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19 Sara Liban :    

Group 

Four 

    Garri 

20 Ibrahim Mamad elders Moyale Oct 2013  

21 Abdulah Ali :    

22 Ahamad Jilo :    

23 Abdi Somo :    

24 Dina Suleman woman    

25 Ugas Malli Abdo  Gadaa    

Group 

Five 

    Borana 

26 Guyo Bante elders Bake 

(Yabello) 

Oct 2013  

27 Carfole Hale :    

28 Garbicha 

Kanchora 

:    

29 Shukuri Dida :    

30 Sallo Boru     

31 Garbole Molu :    

Group 

Six 

    Guji 

32 Dire Bariso woman    

33 Gobana Bukato Elders (120) Bildim 

(Yabello) 

Nov 2013  

34 Danbi Anno elder    

35 Bule Gobana Adult    

36 Shuli Gobana Adult    

37 Robe Saba Hayyu 

(130yr) 

   

38 Sorsa Daro elder    
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39 Balli Gobana :    

Group 

Seven 

    Gabra 

40 Ali Edin Boneya elders Hirmaye 

(Arero) 

Oct 2013  

41 Abdo Boru :    

42 Hasan Bakke :    

43 Ebren Guyo :    

44 Isaki Hasan :    

Group 

Eight 

    Borana 

45 Hanasa Jaro Gadaa 

Councils 

 Dec 2013  

46 Wako Kanchora :    

47 Roba Jarso :    

48 Bogala Wario :    

49 Dida Boru :    

Group 

Nine 

    Guji 

50 Guyo Arero elders Hirmaye ( 

Arero) 

Oct 2013  

51 Kunbi Banata :    

52 Udesa Ejersa Hayyu    

53 Dadacha Bule Gadaa    

54 Arero Dadacha Adult    

55 Utuku Boneya Adult    

56 Tuke Tise Adult    

Group 

Ten 

    Gabra 

57 Ali Gole Chief of Surupha Nov 2013  
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kebele 

58 Adan Duba elder    

59 Kalda Denge :    

60 Husen Hapicha :    

61 Adan Buyicha :    

Group 

Eleven 

    Guji 

62 Nagesa Miesa Kebele 

administrators 

Hirmaye 

(Arero) 

Oct 2013  

63 Wayu Boneya :    

64 Kumbi Dotu :    

65 Borama Nenko :    

66 Sora Abba Ilu :    

67 Halaku Sorsa :    

Group 

twelve 

    Garri 

68 Husen Abdi elders Hudat(Liban) Oct 2013  

69 Mamad Ali :    

70 Haji Ibrahim 

Hasan 

:    

71 Gababo Ebreen :    

72 Sheik Jamal Abdi :    
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